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showed
no
material
rest.
Senator
of
a
absolute
inl
for
change.
sentence
period
the
As
long
Mexican
commuted,
government
mitting the
and from Tito Melendez, treasurer of
votes.
cubus of cold weather and snow.
19
Adams
and
but
26
to
em
received
not
allowed
is
3.
lie
child
"s
fine
down,
Speer
eliminated
and
the
Feb.
Seattle, Wash.,
Fifty
troops to be transported across Amerprisonment
Mora county, $256.64.
The third important seasonal move
Col. Owenby Boosts Teller.
ployes and visitors in the county ican territory
from Sonora to El
reduced to $100, to be collected by
sleeps standing up in a frame.
Board of Education.
ment , according to Professor KemTrinidad Colo., Feb. 3. Colonel J.
clerk's office were held prisoners Paso to repel the advance of the rebel
The hoard of education was in ses- three hours by the Quarantine office forces is entirely distinct as an inter A. Owenby, head of the Wooten Land PLANET VENUS DECLARED
merer, is a rapid decline from about
EVE-MINING CAMP OF
sion this morning, Governor Mills when it was discovered that a young national law proposition from the and Fuel company, advocates the
TO BE INHABITED.
t
BUTTE BECOMES DECENT. the middle of April, ending with a
election of former United States Senpresiding. And the score or more of woman who had been in the office first question.
Montgomery City, Feb. 3. That the
very weak money market In June and
mess
hook agents in the city are wondering was suffering from smallpox.
3.
is
Venus
ator
the
M.
inhabited
At
Feb.
the
is
These are the hot months of
El
to
Teller
Rushed
present
Paso.
by
July.
Mont.,
midnight
planet
Henry
Butte,
Troops
what is going to be the action ot the
Owenby age given the world with the advent Butte's notorious redllght district was the summer, comprising the vacation
Washington, Feb. 3. The Mexican legislature to the senate.
hoard in regard to those school books. NO HOPE FOR RECOVERY
situation was considered by the cabi- has Just returned from Denver, and of the new year. And, furthermore, wiped out of existence. All the own- period and the period before the great
OF ARCHBISHOP RYAN. net today and as a result, eleven ad in a statement here today declares it is said that the habitats probably ers of resorts had been notified
to crop movement of the fall.
The board at this meeting decides
This infor- close at 12 o'clock or suffer the penalwhat text hooks will be used in the
The fourth period the author dates
ditional troops of cavalry have been that the breach between the Speer are intelligent beings.
Philadelphia, Feb. 3. The condi- ordered to the frontier to preserve and Adams factions is too wide mation comes from Thomas Jefferson ty of being arrested and thrown into from the first week in August, "when
public schools of New Mexico for the
next four years, and in case we come tion of Archbishop Ryan shows a neutrality on the part of the United ever to be healed and believes that on- Jackson See, astronomer in charge of jail. When a squad of officers under call rates begin their upward movein as a state this year, as is predict- - slight improvement this morning. No States. Four troops will be rushed to ly by the selection of some Democrat the United States naval observatory Police Chief J. J. Quinn descended up- ment and when hank reserves, both
hope for recovery is entertained
El Paso, across the border from Juar- who has not yet been voted upon will at Mare Island, Cal., a native of this on them at 12:10 o'clock the zone was
Continued ou Page Eight.
the deadlock be broken.
ez, where a battle is impending.
city, in a letter to relatives here. in darkness.
(Continued on Pag Six.)
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by the district rnnrt thnn that
of
fi?
this
of the abOn
acoimt
morning.
WHETHER ON INFANT OR GROWN
sence of Judge Clarence .7. Roberts
PERSON CURED BY ZEMO
it was impossible
to transact busiAND ZEMO SOAP.
PURELY VEGETABLE
ness. John Joerns, clerk of the court
An Unusual Offer.
closed the triformarlly
and
opened
THE
ONE
SAFE BLOOD REMEDY
The Capital Pharmacy drug store
bunal,
it adjourned until
says to every person, be it man, wo- Februarydeclaring
7. This formality
had to
It is a generally recognized fact
man or child, who has an Irritated, be
observed as the court was ad- that medicines taken from the botantender or Itching skin to come to our journed until
Judge Roberts ical kingdom are better adapted to
store and and procure a bottle of several weeks today byThe
the delicate human system, and safer
commission
ago.
ZEMO and a cake of ZEMO soap and
recently appointed by Judge Clarence in every way than those composed of
if you are not entirely satisfied with J. Roberts to
apiirai.se land in the strong mineral mixtures.
results, come back and get your Peterson canyon which the Agua Pu-r- the very best and safest of Among
vegetable
money. So confident are we of the
company desires to use as a reser- preparations is S. S. S., a blood med-cin- e
efficacy of this clean, simple treat- voir site, has prepared its report.
made entirely of roots, herbs and
ment, that we make you this unusual This will be
barks, in such combination as to
to Judge Robpresented
offer.
erts when he comes to Las Vegas at make it the greatest of all blood puriZEMO is a clean liqu' 1 for external the adjournment
of the
supreme fiers and the finest of all tonics.
use that has cured so many cases of court, which is now in session in S. S. S. does not contain the least
eczema, pimples, dandruff and other Santa Fe." Las Vegas Optic.
particle of mineral in any form, and
forms of skin eruption. ZEMO and
E. Romero Spreads Out "Kugenio
u.u;uiui,ciy sale meuicine ior any
ZEMO soap are the most economical Romero has
While purifying the
the L. A. Bond one to use.
purchased
as well ;3 the cleanest and most ef- business property and has a force of blood, this great vegetable remedy
builds
fective treatment for affections of the men at work
every portion of the system.
cleaning tip, and is go- S. S. S.upcures
skin or scalp, whether on infant or ing to make a
Rheumatism, Catarrh,
to
addition
the Sores and Ulcers,
large
Skin Diseases,
grown person.
original building. It is a fine loca- Scrofula, Constitutional Blood
Distion and Mr. Romero will have ameases, and all impurities and morbid
are conditions of the
ple room, when his buildings
circulation.
It is
n a v onrntm iid
completed, in which to house his Im- perfectly reliable and safe for children;
"nuusiu
uhili
mense
business. - Kstancia
Daily and little ones who have been weakHerald.
ened with scrofulous affections or
"I Want To Be An Editor."
Cutting Affray at Willard "Pablo other inherited blood troubles, can
Martinez, of Pinos Wells was badly take this mild vegetable remedy with
(By Thomas H. Stark.)
I want to be an editor
carved in a drunken brawl last night. good results and without the slightest
Donaciano Gallegos who was in town danger. S. S. S. is unequalled as a
And with him take my stand
tonic ; it invigorates every portion of
Some thoughts within my forehead, yesterday with a load of chilli is suS'
d th?.the.aUhy blo? Jt
i
hand.
of
a
the
within
And
pected
my
pen
having done
cutting
111
a331Ql3 IU. J Ul
AtlijtiJ
and Officer Chastain is now after
any derangement of the stomach
him." Willard Record.
It's great to be an editor,
and
system. If you need a
Work on Dam Begun Work on the blooddigestive
To read and write the news;
medicine you could do no better
Camfield Reservoir near Las Vegas, than to take S. S. S.
To voice one's mind on politics,
It has been in
was' actually begun yesterday.
And advertise one's views.
use for more than forty years and is
Student While still recognized as the best. Book on
Explosion Injures
of the blood free to all who write.
To sit in a sanctorum
experimenting in the laboratory
THE SWETT EFEC1F1C CO,, Atlanta, Ga,
the Normal University at Las Vegas,
And hold the public rein;
Miss Rosalie Powers was painfully
To manufacture sentiment
burned by an explosion of chemicals, mutilated foot at the Sisters hospital
And otherwise raise Cain.
j
Railroad
Activity A contractor where the patient is now recovering.
To meet the great and nearly great stayed in town Monday night who had
been out in the lumber regions west
As they pass in review;
of our locality buying all the ties
To canonize or "Cannonize,
available for delivery here. These,
Whiche'er I choose to do.
we understand are to be used to equip
"Along the Kennebec," a New Enthe branch from Moriarty to the Ha-- i gland play much in the same vein as
Some day I'll be an editor,
And deep red thoughts I'll think;
gan coal fiends and possibly extend "Way Down East" and "The Old
I'll righten wrong and write an' write, the branch on to Albuquerque. This Homestead," will be presented at the
looks like there would be something Elks
Theater tonight. The play!
Though it raise the price of ink.
American Printer.
Mexican takes its title from Kennebec River
doing this' spring New
in the northern part of Maine, along
Homeland.
:
Mrs. W.
.
Marriage License A marriage
Stage Mrs. W. S. the romantic and picturesque banks
of which the action
of the piece
cense was issued at Albuquerque to Stage, aged 55 years, died at the
r
Mrs. Stage came takes place. It is a complete scenic
Swayne and Joseph G.
City Hospital.
to Silver City about four years ago production and said to be one of the
try, both of this city.
and
Insult
Injury After being from gan Antonio, Texas. Just pre- - best rural plays produced for several
driven into by an electric car, G.
to her fatal jness she had been years.
sa was arrested at Albuquerque, for employed at the dormitory of the Nordrunkenness and givn twenty days mal School whero she ueld a Dartic.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
.,,
,,,
..in "im
Hernerr. ones was given aiu i,.i i,ti,
i;
.- j n,
lilKU JJdCC 111 UlL' C&LUllilLlUlL
rrt r. r m . .
n,
uiailj
fine and costs for being drunk.
Pro"
or I&hin J.
all the 8tudenta.
' iTasiHies in 6 to W!.ndlngor
14
truin
Indians Visit Las Vegas "Several
days or money re- Lost FoQt jn
AccidentRobcrt
:
Indians from Santa Fe county were c ,
pmi,pr. nf the Shprno
in Las Vegas today peddling their
c
Contractl
an
nu,t
accldent
wjtn
Pressed Into Shape Again
,
,,
crockery and jewelry. The abongi-- ; lo
t tv,
,v,
nes proved quite an attraction to the
'Abo canyon near Mountamair, that
tourists." Las Vegas Optic.
caused him to lose one foot and came
Death of Octogenarian A. G. Duke
near costing him his life. The toe of!i
the
Loekney neighborhood
living in
m a CS
about 15 miles west of Kara VisaMu'a 6"UB f.u,""!(;u a
wneel and hls foot was drawn lnto
Quav county, died Wednesday night
at the age of SO years. Arrange-- : the machinery and ground to pieces
ments have been made to ship tjle as it went. The machinery was stop
ped as quickly as possible but not un-remains to Chicago.
ine iooi aoove the ankle was
r.rln t I 3c V.f.asHcvpr.nl msk
-

SKIN AFFECTIONS

Established 1856.

ELI6MA.N BROS CO.
LAST

UNDERWEAR

j

i

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

WE

Telephone

No. 40.

CASH REGISTER TICKf 1 S
ALL
CASH PURCHASES

G I VE

WITH

tut
i nil

1

ur.j

iff"'

JUST RECEIVED
A Line of New

SERVICEABLE

STYLISH,

I

RED CROSS

iuui

see

John Pfluejer

,

IPlays and Players

tW-.-

;

t tvj

civile,

I

J

-

t.

WantS sT,orl

i

ii

h

SHOES
If You

r

u

j

1

few

WEEK

MUSLIN

a

inter Grocery Co.

Incorporated 1903

SALE
Don't Miss This Opportunity

Great
Bargains.
FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

P.O.

DRY GOODS

Box 219

Y&V

li--

CANT-BV- Y

Tools in our
best

only the:

Geii-jve-

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

s

POOR,

JK

-

.

.

IN THE CITY

Phone 36

j

j

HOUSE

111

.

i

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

at

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW; MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 103

Phone Red 100

THOMAS P, DELGADO, Mgr.

1

I

uit Blll

MOO
THE

HERE'S

WONDER

WORKER!

i

nave, iueeu

riiuit-e-

.j

nu c

i

.1,.-

- - ETOiind off.

uui-

ing the past several days. D. W.
Lusk. city editor of the Optic, is ill!
with an attack of grip. Ed. Thomas
one of the mail carriers for the East
Las Vegas postoffice, is ill with anj
of grip and is unable to carry
route." Las Vegas Otitic.
of Perjury
Charge
Acquitted
Justice of the Peace D. R. Murray
at Las Vegas dismissed the case
against G. J. Fredericks, who was!
arrested several days ago on a charge
of perjury.
Insufficient evidence was
cause of the dismissal. The com-- ;
plaint against Fredericks was brought!
by Dr. W. T. Brown of the Valracra
'

T)r

A

V.

tTio
Tilnclr tnnt.-

unfortunate man to Albuquerque on
the evening train and amputated the
Mountalnair

ill
1

Messenger,

'

This engine can be attached to your
pump and working in ten minutes
after you take it off your wagon. No
belts, arms, pump jack or fixtures to
buy. No special platform to build.

i'iji

If it's Hardware

There is more Catarrh in this
s
tion of the country than all other
There's a continual freshness and
eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incur- - snapenness aDout tne man garments
able. For a great many years doc-- ! who brings them regularly to us to be
tors pronounced it a local disease cleaned and pressed. We do not take
and prescribed local remedies, and byilongi but we do tafce
pains with the
constantly failing to cure with local!
our
that
customers'
clothes
"suit
treatment, pronounced it lncuraMe.
Science ha? proven catarrh to be a ways 100,1 like new- - You wil1 get tne
constitutional disease and therefore reputaion of alway3 wearing new
requires constitutional treatment. garments if you give us your
Sanatorium.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured ing and PressinS work. No delays at
Hotel at Torrance Burned The by P J Chcnev & Co Ti'or'r. n i9!all we cal1 for and deliver goods.
Cottage hotel at Torrance was de-- the only constitutional cure on
Tailor.
by fire Tuesday. It was a ket. It is taken internally in doses Julius
is from 10 drons to a teasnoonfnl
frame structure and the loss
Tt c.nr
whinntn
pi,
acts directly on blood and mucous
$5,000.
Charged With Burglary Lois Mar- surfaces of system. They offer one
tinez and Vidal Sais are having a pre- hundred dollars for any case it afils
liminary hearing before Judge Brax- to cure. Send for circulars and testiton, at Estancia, charged with rob- monials.
.
Address: P. J. CHENEY & CO.,
bing the store of Tanus Tabet at
Toledo, Ohio.
Estancia Daily Herald.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Soap Weed Is Marketable Harley
Take
Hall's Family Pills for
West of the Bravo ranch, brought
the first soap weeds to Nara Visa
proQuay county, as a commercial
duct. He had four bales, weighing
We Have.1 Built Up
about 75 pounds each. The weeds
had been cut for about a year and
West experimented on bailing them
in a hay baler. They make a very
neat bale, which can be easily handTHE PACE FOR 1911
led. He believes that this product
will surely be set by our livery stan f 1H irATilv Vionrllcirl
nan Yia
ble, as we have rigs to let as good as
y marketed at the price of $7.00 per
private ones. If you
ton. Wm. Smith will pay a bonus
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
of $5.00 for the first ton of soap weeds
or you have an engagement where a
baled and delivered at Nara Visa.
carriage is necessary or proper, send
Broom Corn
is Profitable
Every
ua word and we will see that you are
tcdy around Cone, Union county, is
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
rejoicing over the broom corn situabe pleased with our service
and
tion 6s it turned out much better
prices.
than they were expecting. On Monday the farmers delivered their crop
WILLIAMS 4
at Nara Visa. Wm. Richardson, W.I
WE HANDLE LUMBER
. .
....
X
I.
T TT TT!
O'
fyj. Cnirrnv.t,
n.
an
ana
nave every
ocifecm, j.
jvmg, j, i. oiueuet,
large quantities
310 San Francisco SL 'Phone 139 Red,
A. p. Shafer, L. M. Jennings, Leslie modern
facility for furnishing the
rramt, tne two Hemphills and others yery Dest rougn op dresged
.
aiuuug must!-- uuti were successfill With limnm
Agents HUBBS LAUNDEY
r,
1U.I
0f
eVery Ascription. We are thus Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
thing like thirty tons and the price
Tf be,t riie aundry on Mondaye and Tuesdays
ranged around $75.00 per ton. Nearly enabIed to make the
on Thursdays and Fridays
uca
umer
Ior
oi
mgn graae. and deliver
every farmer in that neighborhood is
is guaranteed; your
All
work
wlU
to
be
on
Ve
fl8ure
Pleased
your
going to put out a larger crop of
socks are mended and buttons
contracts.
broom corn this year.
sewed on you shirts, without
District Court at Las Veaas "No
extra charge.
l briefer session
has ever been held
PIIONB RED 122. fHONB RED 1M.
k

WE CAN'T BE ON THE LEVEL AND SELL POOR TOOLS.
BE ON THE LEVEL WITH YOURSELF.
YOU
CAN'T AFFORD TO BUY POOR TOOLS.
OUR POLICY HAS ALWALS BEEN THE BEST IS CHEAPEST
IN THE END.
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS.
WE WANT YOUR
AND WE WANT YOUR GOOD WILL. COME TO SEE LIS.

harowarecoIS

We have it.

dis-hi-

e

WHOLESALE
AISD RETAIL

Screened

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

'

Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour.
Can be used for other work when not
pumping. Has special pulley for this
purpose. Let me demonstrate it to you.

clean-Industri-

'
'

1

Muralter,

mar-stroye- d

FRANK F. GORMLEY.

'

FITS ANY PI MP
and Makes It Hump

Man-zano-

Wholesale

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

&

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

Sole Agents For
'INTERNATIONAL STOCK

FOOD.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA
PHONE
BLACK

45

LEO HERSCH

FE- -

PHONE
BLACK

BUG

T"

CI APFNDON

J?tVt,?

GARDEN

R, V.UOYLK Mgr.
CLAREKDON POULTRY

ripe fruit now
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

j

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS every day
Pare bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. (.inlekeiiB
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only, No chance of Tnhercnlosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A FEW FAT HiSNS FOU KAT1NG.

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.
Inn

i

Charles W. Dudrow

Experience-Tha- t

Is What Counts.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, SmithiEg Coal.
bawea Wood and Kindling,

MONTEZUMA

sr a.

t.

ft

AVENUE

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

b. F. Uepot.

Telephone

f;

85

Telephone 85

Your New Year Greetin- gShould be accompanied with some little remembrance
we still have a fine assortment of attractive, low
priced,

novelties suitable for the purpose.

To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the
the sweetest sounding phonograph
made
Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

LiWEISY STABLE
Pino Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surrics, Saddle Horses

!

Call up

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in tha
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of drugs.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

i

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

3, 1911.

THIS IS CERTAIN
Readers

The Proof That Santa Fe
Cannot Deny.

What could furnisn stronger evidence o the efficiency of any remedy
than the test of time? Thousands of
people testify tbat Doan's Kidney
Pills cure permanently.
Home endorsement should prove undoubtedly the merit of this remedy.
"Year? ago your friends and neighbors
testified to the relief they had derived
from the use of Doan's Kidney Pills.
They now confirm their testimonials.
They say time has completed the test.
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. M., Fays: "In
September, 190G. I procured Doan's
back-arhKidney Pills and used them for
which had been a source of much
annoyance. In the morning when I
arose my back was so lame and painful that I could hardly stoop. I knew
that my trouble was due to disordered
kidneys and I was finally led to try
Doan's Kidney Pills, by the good reports I heard about them. The contents of one hox drove away all my
pains and I am happy to state that my
cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
e

Foster-Milbur-

n

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 13, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Commissioner at Cuba, N. M.,
on March 10, 1911, viz.: Frank E.
Sturges, of Albuquerque, N. M., for
SE
NE
SE
SB
the N
NW
and NE
of Sec. 10, W
SW
NW 4 NE
of SW
and SW
NW
E
SE
W
of Sec. 11, T.
of NW
SW
20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverst
possession of said tract for twentj
years preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:
E. A. Miera, V. S. Miera, Juan Jose
Salazar all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulation
cf the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
NOTICE

4

4

1--

2

4

2

4

1--

1-- 4

1--2

1-- 4

1-- 2

1--

4

4

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal.)
(014569

4

2

and NE
SE
N
SE
NW
of Section
SW
SE
NW
32, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register and Receiver, U. S. land office at Santa Fe,
N. M., on the 15th day of March, 1911.
1-- 4

4

4

1--4

1-- 4

1-- 4

Claimant names as witnesses:
J. R. Dalton, Ben Dalton, Henry
vera, and Crlstino Rivera, all of

seat if
entitled him to a
SIFTER EFFECTS OF THE GRIP NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Republicans control the first
lature, and it is the pi I.1CU"I1 Ol
IUCUI If
Roswell, New Mexico.
POLITICS AND POL TIG ANS Andrews that Republic a v;. iory is t js fortunate that the Grip epi-- ;
IILII
"The West Point of the Southwest"
certain.
demic this year is milch r in its ac-Ranked by United States War Depart"Our constitution ha
years. This '
jat been-, (ion than in previous
Institution."
ment as "Distinguished
.I'.O'Mi,duos not mean that it is less danger
adopted by a majority
Andrev
said Delegate
Army officers detailed by War Departyes'erday, ous.
Another Richmond.
fore, if we must have a Republican
'and it was supports:
Republi- The after results of the Crip arc ment.
''Union county is the first in the let it be Mr.
Do
Andrews. Knowles cans and Democrats.
apt to be exceedingly serious.
Thorough Academic course, preparing
field with a candidate for governor News.
at'd will not take any chances, for the gene
it is a good docun
young men for college or business life.
;
of New Mexico. Rev. J. S. Calhourn,
bron-nior-cthe years; l.il weakness, and to allay all
ue approved all the
Great amount ef open air work. Healthwho lias a claim between Amistad
by. Some time in;.'
lapse be-- j chial irritation after the fever lias1 iest location of
Bernalillo County Mix-Ua'iy Military School in
and Nara Visa, has been mentioned
the ac-- j passed, nothing equals Vinol. which the Union.
In denial of the report that Terri- fore its final approval
in the beautiful
Located
(I, but we is a delicious
of
the Pecos
by his friends as available timber for torial Chairman H. O. Bursiim of
combination
fit: I declaration of staithe
the garden spot of the
Valley,
"
Tribune
Amistad
office.
t
to be in during
that, high
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chairman, the latter received a letter
rain or snow during session.
Mcintosh for Governor.
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ep
this morning from Chairman Ilursiim
"We understand that Hon. William
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oil writes: "The Crip ! ft me in a ner- Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
in which Mr. Hursum declares that it! ititr. We raised Sft.flfin.i..
Mcintosh wiil be the Republican can'..r:el last year. You cai
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vous, weakened
is
within
a
the
of
province
majority he wool tariff has had
didate for governor of the new state.
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Mention of New Mcxh
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President;
"Socorro, N. M., Jan. '11, 1911.
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Crelghton Foraker.
J. P. Willi I . Treasurer:
"Hon. E. A. Mann,
'!.io, has
After C.rip or any severe illness try
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"Chairman
Central former Senator Foraker.
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Committee,
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outset
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- "The territorial committee can ex- declared he would not indorse the' Whereupon the wanderer pockets a
ercise no jurisdiction with reference New Mexico brother. " don't ask few hundred or a few thousand of the
shekles that, should go towards payto the organization of the county com- your indorsement," sai
Creighton.
sunscnptions, ana ue- mittee. The members of the com- "I onlv want to be assured ,hat vou i " UP
mittee are the sole judges as to the will not vote against my confirma-- ! nartsT to greener fields. Pecos
This story got to McKinley lf'y News,
qualifications of its officers. The
HON. W. W. MclNTOSH,
of the mem- who was much pleased with Creigh-- j
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pleasure
majority
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Constitutional
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bers of any county comittee with ref- ton Foraker's spirit, and he sent th?!
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or right to inmittee has no
the machinery of the new state off in terfere in the option
excuse for a newspaper that was ever
GASOLINE AND 'SUPPLIES.
premises.
If a Republican is to be
fine order.
We know, also, that it'
published.
"II. O. Bursum,
rniTnoim
(cure
governor we prefer Mr. Mcintosh.
SfVNTA FE GARAGE
"Chairman. H
LUIIUIIIttL
never "gets anything right." In view
ILRJIILiJ.
Palace Ave.
Mcintosh for governor and Gallegos
"P. S.: Mail me the total list of
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receives
great help
paper
for senator. Torrance county should the
membership of the Bernalillo
its shortcomings
inexcusable.
more.
Estancia
ask for nothing
Cimarron Claims Honor.
county committee."
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Herald.
"Santa Fe county claims to be the Everybody turns aside from his dailyDaily
Asked 'whether it was true that at
task to telephone us "a ite;u." Every(0GS72 Not Coal.)
banner
for
the
constitution.
county
the last Republican convention the
body talks freely to the reporters. Department of the Interior,
Boosting Jaffa for Senator
convention passed a resolution making We will concede that but Cimarron Everybod does his best to
spread the
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
"Natha Jaffa, present territorial sec- Gillenwater the chairman to remain claims to be the banner city, for not
news. Everybody pays for his news-- t
January 7, 1911.
retary, for one of the United States so until the convention again acted, on' vote was pohed against the adopMr.
Xotice is hereby given that Adelal-dtion of the constitution." Cimarron paper. There are no "red" circulation
Senators from New Mexic
Judge Mann said:
accounts on "our books, or, at least,
Martinez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
Jaffa is decidedly in the United States
"I was a member of that convention Citien and News.
FOR RENT Four room, modem
the few that are th re are run hy on
Senator class and no one could be and no such resolution was passed."
July 10, 1905, made homestead
us
house. Apply R. H. Hanna.
who
most, u, yeB! entry No.
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NW
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1
W
for
state-found in the dominent party that
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Statehood
Special
The Andrews Boom
.
.
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thfit"'
npo nil en
W
SW
Section 24, Townwould be more acceptable to the
There was a general stir in the' hood special to Washington is a good
FOR RENT Furnished front room
NeKll,"'k
apologue ship 14 N., Range 11 E., N. M. P.
Aside from Col. John tavern lobby when W. H. Andrews thing all right, and it is hoped that
Pecos valley.
J
in modern house. Apply New Mexican.
made in former
""stakes
filed
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has
intention
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we
Meridian,
W. Pope we are not sure but
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Mex-'it
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the
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Xew
carry
delegate in Congress
were inexcusable. to make final five year proof, to es
!,ml sa-would as leave see Secretary Jaffa '
came along, and the stir was; planned. At the same time a $150
FOR SALE Good Jcrfaey cow and
as 11,1 an ,dltor h!ls t0 do 1S to hllnt tablish claim to the land above deone
don the senatorial tights as any
mainly because those present re- ' ticket is a little too rich for the blood
and set! scribed, before the register or receiv- cash register. Apply Coronado hotel.
on this side of the divide." Hager-ma- marked that in less than a year they of the average Pecos valley man, and ,lrws and c!ean the rolh-rwould be calling him senator An- - if it were depending upon us, Gover- - yPf'' sweep the floor and pen short er, U. S. land ofilce, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Messenger.
SALESMEN' Side line, new advertinvo the Vinnnr nf items, and fold papers and Write on the 23d day of February, 1911.
rlrpws Kn nnp ventnrerl an nnininr nnr Tilla
novelties.
Good commission.
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a
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paste,
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The Republican Pecos Valley News
papers,
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trip.
tribute type, and carry water, aud Manzanares, Hilarto Garcia, Juan B.
reproduces the following from the
FOR SALE A nearly new Smith
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Democratic
Sensible Doctors With this issue saw wood, and read proofs, hunt the; Martinez, all of Santa Fe, N.. M.
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member of the society, and the idea money we say we have no business Willis Hopkins and Earl Larrnnge
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TYPEWRITERS.
represented in the senate by Repubis absolutely correct.
The people to make mistakes while attending to were given ten days in jail at Albu;
licans, as the legislature will likely
have a right to know who they are those little matters and getting our. querque for sleeping in saloons. Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
be strongly Republican, we should
soup flavored Leona Baca was given ten days for platents furnished. Ribbons and supand where they can be found. There living on hopper-tai- l
like to see the Hon. W. A. Andrews,
and wearing old drunkenness.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
no impropriety in such with imagination,
is
absolutely
now the able and efficient delegate
and rented. Standard makes handled
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Ian
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tHiuu-reshis efforts, also the taking over of
ed
area
of
about
that
part
being
In that short formative period a news- T1KN.K.12K, N. M. I'. M. lying Dressers, Chairs, Bed Springs, Rugs,
the Carlsbad and Hondo irrigation
Hnps. w, Kil'led One of Robert ofSet;.2fi.
south of Willow Creek, surveyed hoi'.l Blankets, Comforts, Sheets,
can lose more money boosting ri.()sbv-i
j
paper
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, R. Hauser's place to take or
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His Eye on a U. S. Senatorship.
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for the people of this Territory who
to reject any and all bids
sale. The
horses so they geban to run. The is reserved.right
are entitled to them. He has been colleague, but there is a general con- - columns of valuable space in an
For further information
sales address- Forest Supervisor
If you want anything on eartn try
tried and found perfectly satisfact- cession that the work o; An'lrewi fort to make the town moral, more occupants were thrown from the bug-fo- Pecos National
Forest! Pecos. New.Mexieo,
At gy hut escaped injury.
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Pecos National Forest.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
January 17, 1911.
Act, June 11, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that William
Dalton, Pecos, N. M., who, on Novem-be- r
25, 1910, made homestead entry
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No. 014569, for N
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Nature's Gift from the Sunny $ontli

Shortens your food lengthens your

&0
ii!F

The source and making of Cottolene insure its purity. From the white, tufty tops of The
Sunny Southland's cotton the seed is removed, the oil extracted and refined by our exclusive
process. From Cottonfield to Kitchen human hands never touch the oil from which
Cottolene is made.
Compare the source of Cottolene with the source of lard, and draw yotir own conclusions
as to the comparative cleanliness, purity and healthfulness of the two products.
Made only by THE N. K. FAIREANK COMPANY
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OFFICIAL

PAPER

$3.50
2.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

OF SANTA

1.00
60

FE COUNTY.

The New Merican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every jostoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

ADVERTISING
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ECONOMIC

DEMOCRATIC DISINTEGRATION
It is not only in New Mexico where
the campaign for the approval of the
.constitution has rent the Democratic
party in twain but in Arizona, a &Uuilar process is in progress, and the Ke-publican party will be strengthen it
thereby, just as it has been in this
Territory. Says the Arizona

FORCE.
At Atlanta, Georgia, S Wilbur Cor- ot this
man. on Tuesday evening
week, made an address on the subEconomic
an
as
of
"Advertising
ject
lie showed how advertising
Force"
has made possible the great indus-trial advances that are influencing
the every day life of practically every jlican:
individual in the Tnited States.
He, "Exceedingly significant is the
that without the aid of ad- - nounecment signed by a large
there would hardly be the her of the leading Democrats of M.ir- of the icopa county which we publish this
vogue of the automobile,
thousand and one articles that are morning. These Democrats tersely
known under a specific name, from say:
"We tako this method of notifvine
l.ydia Pinkham's medicines to Uneeda
Biscuit.
Advertising has made the all concerned that we. the iiTwlor.
newspaper and magazine of today signed committeemen and members
possible, but that is only a small ser- of the Democratic party cf Arizona,
thousands do not recognize or acknowledge the
vice compared with the
who are given work, the millions of imposed constitution for Arizom.. as
the work of the Democratic
dollars of profits that industry and
business derive from advertised ar- party of Arizona.'
"This announcement, signifies that
ticles that would otherwise not be
manufactured at all. Take the adver- - the spirit of revoldt which has occn
tising pages of yesterday's Daily New growing for weeks in the Democratic
Mexican and find that on page six, ranks against the socialist-popul'nnt a sinele advertisement is paid lor constitution framed by the conveiTake the tion has openly manifested itself. Nor
by any one in Santa Fe.
other races and pick out the adver is this spirit confined to Maricopa
inter- - county. It is showing in every coun- tising inserted by
see
the ty of the territory, more or less openthat
can
readily
ests and you
New Mexican is not so mifh made y. It is shown in Pima county, by
anpossible by what Santa Fe merchants the publication yesterday of an
we
contribute, although their financial nouncement similar to tne one
and moral help is appreciated first of publish, signed by the leading Demo-alas bv those on the outside. Notice crats of Tucson. The oldtime leaders
"nmrtnvotiV
ncirtv in
.......
... tn. Ul lllC itmui-iuin,
the Oottolene ailVflllSUJUtliL in
j......; ... Pnphiao
dav's paper it is the largest single in Graham, and in Yavapai, are writadvertisement in the New Mexican. ting to Phoenix that they do not proTake the paid reading notices. These pose to follow longer the leadership
are ten times as many lines paid for of socialists and populists who, in the
on the outside than are paid for by name of Democracy, framed a constiTn other words, adtution inimical to statehood and in
local interests.
princivertising does not take money out of contradiction of Democratic
town, but. brings in money to be ex- ples.
Of course, the out"No citizen of Maricopa county who
pended locally.
siders would not advertise if it did has lived here long enough to acquire
not pay them, and certainly local the right to vote needs to be told who
merchants, if they advertise liberally, are the signers of the announcement
consistently and intelligently, will receive greater returns from each dol- always been foremost in local and terlar spent for advertising than they ritorial work for the Democratic pardo from any dollar expended in any ty. They loyally supported the Demo-crati- c
other way. Says Mr. Corman:
ticket the ,itist campaign. Hut
"Time and money are necessary in in supporting .Ulat ticket they were
every commercial success, but adver- working for, the advancement of the
tising provides the oportunity for do- Democratic' party not for Socialism.
llars to do more than their old share, They elected their canditliates to the
and to a great extent curtails the constitutional convention. They saw
in he
their delegates
time required.
"Yestenlav a merchant opened a invention by the Socialists, and they
concluded that the time has
store; someone came in and thejlave
to voice their objection to de
come
another and then another. Withre
Democratic party, bound
liable merchandise and proper Business livering the
methods he slowly and laborious hand and foot, into the controlling
rid reputation, hands of shrewd Socialist leaders.
ly built up good-wil- l
"These Democrats want statehood
"Today he opens bs store and adbe- - They are not inclined to see Arizona
and
is
read
stor
His
vertiscs.
lose statehood, merely in order that
Folks come to see, inspect
lieved.
Socialists and fake reformers may
and examine. iven the same worthy
thereafter have an 'issue' here and
store
manage
and
dependable
goods
elsewhere wherewith to keep up a
good-wil4.an
l
and
establish
ment he
turmoil."
with
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
FRANK P. STURGES,
Vlc President
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasureRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
Daily, per month, by mall
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

STRANGE THAN FICTION.
The story of the St. Petorsbiirg
poisoner as told by the Associated
Press in the New Mexican yesterday
has hardly a rival even in the field
of fiction, and in history outclasses
the DiBorgiu annals of Italy. A physician, seventy and more years old,
made it. a business of niurdering people by stealthily injecting typhoid
fever, cholera and diphtheria fever
germs into their system. lie contracted to remove heirs or rivals in love
that were in the way and was paid
as high as a quarter million dollars
by the member of one family who desired to have a relative removed
so that he might inherit a fortune of three m'ilion dollars. Atone
time, the old physician was careless
and in consequence started a cholera
epidemic that demanded several hun
dred thousand victims in Russia. Di- recur, ne removed jorty persons oi
high rank or of wealth from this
mundane sphere. There seems notn- that
ing, even in Dante's Inferno,
suggests a commensurate punishment
for a criminal of that class. Inciden- tally, the story shows how the Asso- dated Press seeks to reflect, the very
life, the romance as well as the news
of the day so that the readers of the
many newspapers receiving the service may have a picture of the occurrences of each hour seeing them
reflected as if in a looking glass and
e
.1
l.
llieillt'imuicu hi juute lui .v.
selves of the trend of the times.

M.
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Butchers' Bond,
sheet.
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of
censes.
sheet.

at

m.
7.30
H. H. LORMAN,

7:30 p. m.

JOHN H WALKER, H. P.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.

g

Regular conclavt

fourth Monday in each
month at Mfvonlc Hall at

7:30 p m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
GRIFFIN, Recorder.

ganta Fe Lodge ot Perfection No.

ntb degree.

2

1-- 2

1

1--

1--

2

Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite ot Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. SPIT , 32.
Venerable Master
Muertes, 25c.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32,
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal j
SecreCsrr.
Civil, $4.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
B. P. O. E.
1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a volNog.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E, ume; 3 to 12 Inclusive, $3.30 each;
holds Its regular session on the ssc-Money's Digest of New Mexico Re"
q ana lounn wtuueou,
full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25c
ports,
montn. visiting proiueio me umm
Retail Liquor License. 60 lr Book,
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
Exaltei Ruler $3.00.
J. D. SENA,
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
Secretary.
25c each.
,

Matrl-monio-

FfcZ.

Institution

in

Established In 1G70

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits;

1-- 2

2

Santa Fe Commandeiy No
1, K. T.

h Oldest Danking
fNw
tfexldo.

2

Regular conR. A. M.
vocation second Monday of
each month ut Masonic

I

pliego.
pliego.
Declaration Jurada,
pliego.
Certlflcado de NombramleLto,
pliego.
Fianza Oficial,
pliego.
Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pligeo.
Formula de Enumeraclon.
pliego.
Contrato entre los Directores y Pre
ceptors,
pliego.
Caminos, 25c.
Llbros de Recibo de Capltacion, 50
en un libro, 25c.
Noticla de Asesores de Asesamento
100 en un libro. 75c.
Contrato de Combustible. 2 pliego.
Documento Sin Garantia. 2 pliego.
sheet
Option,
Notas Obllgaclonea, 25c por 58.
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
Libros'de Recibos Supervisores de
Libros de Elecclon de Directores
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
y 40c.
Applicaclon por Licencia de
pliego.
4
Certlflcado de Muerte,
pliego.
Certlflcado de Naclmento, 4 pliego.
Registracion de Fallecimentos j
4

4

4

Santa Fe Chapter No. L

AHTHTJE

Blanks.

Spanish
Auto de Arreato.
Auto de Prision,

Cashiei.

latioia! lank

OF SANTA

2

1-- 4

Acting Master
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Hall at

Li-

BEAD,

1911.

FRAKK McKAKE, Assistant Cashier

Tfis First

2

Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
uiar communication!
nrst Mondiy ot eacl
month a' Masonic hal
Montezuma

J. B.

PALEB, President,

L. A. HUGHES,

Printed and fo sale by New Mexl-eaPrinting Company, Santa Fe, N.

MASONIC.

J,

3,

$150,000
80.000

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and far:ign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized werld on as libera) terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on title deposits at the rate ef three
per ceet per annum, on six months' or years' time. Libera
advances made on consignments ef Hvestcck ami product.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the
banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respect,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-iii- ?.
Safety deposit boxes for reat The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited- chru

ivrtrtM

1-- 2

1--

1--
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THE

HOTEL

PA) AQ

contributor to the Roswell
takes two columns and
more to prove to his own satisfaction
WlkMAM VAUGHN pROP,
that the compulsory vaccination law
One of
As the courts
is unconstitutional.
Best
in
West
in other jurisdictions have passed on
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH
this proposition, it is idle to argue
Cuisine and
it now, but what is important is the
Large Samplef
Table Service
Notification oi Change la AssessRoom for Comfact, that right on our borders, El
FARMER.
F. W.
Unex celled
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
Paso, had 48 cases of smallpox last
mercial Travelers
Homestead No. 2879.
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
year and of the ten deaths which ocYeoman
Brotherhood
of
American
SANTA
curred from the disease in that city,
FE, NEW MEXICO
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
WASHINGTON AVENUE
Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays, 100 in Book. 75c
eight had never been vaccinated, one
Hall.
Delgado's
had been unsuccessfully vaccinated
County Superintendent's Warrant,
Foreman C. G. Richie,
50 in Book, 35c
and the tenth had not been vaccinated i"rn Cam H.
IIka Totuv
XJalai
"""
Vaccination."Poll Tax Receipt, 60 in Book, 25c
for the last ten years.
Poll Books for City Election, 8
protects against smallpox, reduces
Independent Order of Beavers.
the death rate and prevents epidem- pages, 60c.
Santa Fe Dam. No. SO, I. O. B. holds
of
iVa
Claimant,
This
....... heins'a sci pn H ficn 11 v estahProof, Testimony
.......
. ,
.i,,:nmr,f
.
o
i
full sheet
l;0l,o,l
there io Tin further trrnund llB ifBuiai BeBoiuu
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
evening of each week at Elks' Lodge
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
for argument against vaccination.
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Room. Visiting Brothers are always Applicant,
full sheet.
.welcome.
of Witness.
Deposition
Uncle Sam is rushing troops to the
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
EDWARD C. BURKE,
sheet.
well lighted and ventilated,
Mexico boundary and it would be very MANUEL B. OTERO,
President.
sheet.
Final Proof.
convenient for him, to have a large
Rooms en suite with private bath and
Secretary.
sheet
Contest Notice,
phone.
army post at Santa Fe, where three .
ft 1 oaeet.
Proof.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.
Yearly
railroad systems form a junction and
filed
be
contest,
to
before
Affidavit
TH0S- - DORAN
RATES $2.50 TO
0n.RFrll1L.,PlNING
furnish almost unlimited trnnsporta- PROFESSIONAL
sheet
ROOM, FINE CUISINE
tion facilities. Santa Fe's climatic!
Proprietor.
$3.00 A DAY
Affidavit ot Contest Against
and other advantages' over every other
sheet
Entryman,
place in the southwest should attract
Notice of Intention to make final
the attention of the war department;
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
sheet
proof,
and should induce the general staff
sheet
Additional Entry,
in locate here the regimental post.
320 Homestead Entry,
Chas. R. Easley.
th.-i-r
is heine- nlnnnefl for the south- - ,Chas. F. Easley,
Estancla.
sheet.
Santa Fe.
west. Many of the older officers are
& EASLEY,
EASLEY
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
of
Santa Fe's superlafully cognizant
Attorney
plicant, full sheet ,
tive claims as the ideal site for an
ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER RESTAURANTS
IN THE CITY
sheet.
Relinquishment,
army post of large size.
CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
sheet
Township Plats,
WILLIAM MoKEAN
Township Plats, full sheet
Attorney-at-l.aLOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
Senator Root declared emphatically
Poll Books, for Town ElecUon, S
Laud Law.
and
Mining
nvx ajn u UUI.D BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LlfiHTS
in congress today that the methods
40c.
New Mexico. pages,
Taos,
Every Room
50o to
G.
RATES
DiLUPE
employed to elect Senator Lorimer
a Good One.
Poll Books, Election of School
HERRERA, Prop.
$1,00 per day
were a disgrace to Illinois and to the
rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
C W G WARD
entire nation. Any man who has had
30c and 40c.
Terrlto;ia 'Dls"trict Attorney
an idea that he would buy the sena- Road Supervisor's Receipt, 60 In
Mora Countle9
Foj.
25c.
torship from New Mexico with coin
Book,
New
Mexico
Vegag
of the realm, had better disabuse him- Stamps, Etc.
self. He will be watched so closely
HOLT & SUTHERLAND.
One line stamp, not over 2 2 inches
124126
if
even
hadn't
wish
will
he
Two Blocks From Depot
that he
Attorneys-at-Lalong, 15c; each addi'.onal line, 10c ffl Montezuma Ave.
One Block West ot Capitoi
he succeeds in getting to Washington,
Practice In th Di fit riot flonrta bji extra.
The senators from the new states will
before the Supreme Court 0i
TELEPHONE 88 BLACK
Local daters, any town and date for
be scrutinized closely and if they
territory.
ten
$1.00.
years,
will
came to their toga .dishonestly it
.
HANDSOME ROOMS
New Mexico
Cruccs.
Regular line daters, for ten years,
be easier for them to thread their: ,
35c.
comparative
reputation
AMERICAN OR
ATTRACTIVE DINING .
way through the eye of a needle than
RENEHAN & DAVIES
ness.
Facsimile signature stamps, with
Advertising makes all this
j
to stay seated in the V. S. senate.
q3 Renehan
E. P. Davles wood cut, $1.50.
ROOM-Go- od
y,
PLAN
MAKING
ASSESSMENTS.
EUROPEAN
Service.
possible.
j
Attorneys at Law.
Henry ,T. Arnold, assessor of Densheet
Deed,
Warranty
"If a woman needs some sheets and
tax
more
El
In
than
4,500
Paso
poll
In
the Supreme and
COURTEOUS
practices
and well known in Santa Fe
Quit Claim Deed, 2 sheet
pillow cases there is no better news ver,
have been already issued for Wct courts. Mining and Land Law a
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
in the paper for her than the story and Taos, is setting an example of the
more
year 1911. The Pass uity is
BPecialty. Office in Cawon Block. Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe, N. M
of a special sale of bedclothing at one official competency that ought to be keen to
New Mexico sheet
get in its revenues than 13 ganta Fe
The recognized beyond the boundaries ot
o the local department stores.
the
Centennial
State. Legislators the City of Santa Fe, in which only a
sheet
Replevin Writ,
housewife is the general manager of
E. C. ABBOTT
know
of makin fraction of last year's poll taxes has
that
the
question
sheet
Affidavit,
Replevin
the American household and better
Attorney-at-Laassessments, is one been received thus far and in which
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
to her than any news of deaths, fires, adequate and just
of
a
the
m
more
third
Su
poll
never
than
Practice
District
and
the
for
to
reach by law,
very difficult
sheet.
politics or scandal, are the advertiseYet preme Courts, Prompt and careful
of
is a problem taxes due have been collected.
sheet
Warrant,
ments that tell how to clothe her every pieceas to property
milattention givea to all business,
valuation and value. El Paso, with a revenue of half a
by itself,
Tcbqpfets Sd tl ad kegs
sheet.
Commitment
and
conduct
her
prohome,
family,
New Mexioe
Much depends therefore on the intel- lion dolars a year does not need the Santa Fe,
4
Attachment
sheet
Affidavit,
yeer ottos feinored
vide for her table more economically ligence, the
integrity and the fair- poll tax near as much as does Santa
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
and efficiently.
G.
W. PRICHARD
ness of the assessor.
In other 'words, Fe with an income of a few thousand
Attachment Writ,
sheet
"Some people think that advertis- the human equation enters more lar- annually.
Attorney and Contellor-at-LaAttachment Summons as Garnishee,
eooi iM MTiiuiff
Practice in all the District Courts
ing is a good deal of a gamble, and gely into the matter of making as
sheet.
CffiS&Za ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON BOP A, KM
to
statement
cases
that it is difficult and mysterious. sessments for taxation, than perhaps.
sworn
attention
to
a
According
jnd gives special
sheet
Execution,
t?COT BEER, KLONOtKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
It isn't a gamble it is neither diffi;iu any other general governmental required by law and filed by United before the Territorial Supreme Court
6heet
Summons,
TABLE, EftlfSESUU. WATERS.
function. Says the Denver Times:
cult nor mysterious.
States Senator Elect George P. Mc- Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
4
Certificate of Brand.
sheet
$14,-o- f
comhim
"Before
cost
board
the
of
of
it
Lean
Connecticut,
county
"I cannot make a suit of clothes,
SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
1.51 to be elected to the Senate.
but I have no right to say that the missioners, Henry J. Arnold, the
Justice of the Peace Blanks
MEMRY KS1CK,
MMto fawn ittorad
trials
outlined some of his plans These are legitimate expenses, there
LAS
Appeal Bond.
clothing industry is a fake and a gamsheet
for
a
of
no
item,
criticism
the
can
taxation
be
reducing
single
many
2
is
along
ble and that the whole proposition
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
Attorney-at-Lalines in Denver and for procuring and yet, to the man without means
shrouded in mystery.
sheet
Appearance Bond,
is
it
assessment
who has political aspirations,
equitable
throughout-.Stock Blanks.
"A very high percentage of men
"Assessment on the grounds and merely another proof that offices in
A great many
fail in all businesses.
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing Ten- not from the office by unreturned this republic are sold to the highest
M.
N.
Santa
Fe,
The an- schedules," is the
advertisers fail to arrive.
dor's Recorded Brand, 14 sheet
slogan of the new bidder.
Bill ot Sale, In Books of 25 Blanks,
alogy is perfect.
assessor.
40c per book.
'
"It will mean a saving of thou
"Brains, capital, natural or acThe Washington, D. C Post names
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
quired ability, time and experience, sands of dollars, said he, for under U. S. Marshall Creighton M. Foraker
sheet
count in advertising as in everything the old system many clerks are hired of Albuquerque as a Senatorial pos- Land Claims and Contests a Specialty Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
14
to correct mistakes made through of- sibility from New Mexico, and inelse."
sheet
fice taxation, and for no other
timates that he may bo the mate
R. W. W PITMAN
Bill of Sale,
sheet
of Delegate W. H. Andrews in that
DIVERT CAPITAL TO NEW MEXDrafts man
two
S. Senators
Arnold
V.
With
"Assessor
board
the
Authority to Gather, Drive and
capacity.
gave
ICO.
.TO.
Copies furnished of records on file Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re
of certain pieces of prop- from the Duke City, Albuquerque's
While the belligerents in the instances
In
Offlc
S.
V.
General's
the
corded
which
Surveyo'sheet
are
Brand,
assessed at as much metropolitan pretensions evidently
erty
neighboring republic are butchering as $1,000 more than
- New Mexico
Authority to Gather, Drive and
they should be extend into the political arena to a Santa Fe,
each other, the peace loving inhabiHandle Animals Not Bearing Owners
much greater extent than had been
while
on
the
rightfully
taxed,
tants that can afford it are fleing to other hand he cited
PROBERT A COMPANY'
Recorded Brand,
sheet
examples of imagined.
the United States to escape being
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargc
Investments
Contrato de Partido,
in the same degree."
undertaxation
pliego.
ground between the upper and nether
Lands, Mines, Bonds A Stocks.
The government of Davila,
Escrltura de Renuncla, 2 pliego.
the
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
millstones and also to avoid conscripDocumento Garantizado,
It was hundred years ago today President of Honduras, is again reMoney Loaned for Investors,
pliego.
if
confiscation
of
possessions
tion,
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
that Horace Greely was born. He ported in today's dispatches to be We have for tale general stocks of
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
not worse in the struggle that is now was an
Lumber
Yard
and
freRetail
It
so
has
Merchandise,
tottered
a
pliego.
example of
journalist un tottering.
the United States. Canada, Vex
going on. The billion dollars of capi- successful as a politician and candi quently of late that one of these days other Business Opportunities throughDocumento de Hipoteca, 2 pliego, Payable Throughout
tal from the United States already date for the
Documento
and all Foreigr Countries.
ertensa
y
Garantizado,
Presidency, but who was it is bound to fall, even if only be- out Taos county.
invested and the millions more that yet more successful in
cause of the force of mental suggesBank References Furnished.
forma entcra, full sheet
impressing
BY
REMITTANCES
SENT
TELEGRAPH
were about to be invested, will even- his ideas on the nation and in for tion. There is nothing, often, that Taos
New Mexico
Certlflcado de Matrlmonio, lOo cads
tually be lost to Mexico unless peace mulating political ideas that event-nall- makes a man feel so sick as to be
nno.
In the mean2
is Testored speedily.
DR. C. M. RILEY.
found almost universal accept- told repeatedly that he is looking ill.
Affidavit
.
while, New Mexico should do some- ance than were most of the successVeterinary Physician and 8urgeon. sheet
veterinary
Deed of Trust full sheet
thing to attract the capital that other- ful political leaders of his time. It The New York legislature has found Graduate of McKillep's
Foley Kidney Fills are a reliable 4
wise would have gone into Mexico. was he who gave the classic advice some more corruption and graft in the college of Chicago.
Release of Deed of Trust 2 sheet
rheumatism
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Surely there is room for development, to young men to go west, and the Empire State. Ever since the days
Compiled Laws of N. M., 1897. $9.50. remedy for backache,
a
for investment, for enterprise in this town of Greeley, Ijolorado, fittingly of the Tweed ring, New York has
Specialty.
45c
and
Postage
Dentistry
urinary irregularities. They are
Office: Chars. Closson's Barn.
Territory, a coming state, and in rivals with the town ;if Amherst, New been in bad odor on account of its
Notary Record, $1.26 each.
tonic in action, quick in results and
which capital will have the protection Hamprhire, his birthplace, i,i
public graft.
Certainly a poor ex- Day Phone, Black 9.
Notary Seals:
the centenny of the Urtu ample to be set by the most populous,
Aluminum Pocket, $2.76. deliverer afford a prompt relief for all kidney
at the Stars and Stripes and a safe
Night Phone, Main 184.
Sold at the Capital
an
constitution
that
the
o'
richest
State
and
sane
guarsince
Out
most
town
calls
Desk, $3.26, delivered nearest ex disorders.
(&!
cultured
of
greatest
and
promptly
journalist
perhaps
state in the Union.
antees personal and property rights, days of Benjamin Franklin.
swered.
a tfrm Pharmacy.
press office.
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TRIZE WINNING r.F.CII'E
The Raisin Growers' Association of
Southern California recently offered a
!rize for the best rvcijic i r raisin bread.
The following won the pr:ze :
Hoak 1 yeast e;k l:i '. ui.s of potato

Certificate of Marriage,

CAPITAL $50,000.00
Does a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGHLIN,

W.

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,

President

Mrs. F. P.
Montezuma
Sturges,
Avenue, is seriously ill with an attack of neuralgia of the heart.
Max Nordhaus, the Las Voaas merchant, was the guest yesterday after
noon of his father-in-law- ,
A. Sti.io
Territorial Engineer Charles D.
Miller is expected back tomorrow
from a lengthy trip on official busi-

AND
N1SHED,
non
n cil l FURNISHED
modern residences and store

Cftl,
rur

R

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED
FRUIT AND ALFALFA RAN-

PRO-PERT- Y,

O

C-

-

CHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.

19 San

A.

,

When

i:--

Futli-

-

;

eiJli-V- s

i

sheet.
Certificate of Birth. 4 UeeL
sheet.
Certificate of Dath,
Butchers' Shipping
Notlcer,,
sheet.
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
Receipts, 25c per pad.

The celebrated police shoe,
cork extension sole. Box
Calf Bal. comfortable and
lasting. Worth a "V" of any

2

ari--

w--

biographical

;i

Dr. Rteds cushioned soled shoes for men will cure
all you foot trouble Feels like a kid gleve ard
u will
nsver notice that you have on a new pair of shoes.
One price everywhere. $5.00.

2

2

o.

Cost Bond,
tsheet
Letters of Guardianship,
Guardian's Bond and Oath,

1- -'

AUTOMOBILES.

ON

sneet.

2

Phone. Red Bo. 189

Pefcrj
Oh o &

2

I
s

C o.

i
-

The old mans especially wide and soft toe, vici
kid blucher, made for comfort and lasting qualities,
Just what you have been looking for. A splendid

sheet
Letters Testamentary,
sheet,
Declaration In Assumpsit,
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
2

2

2

value at $4.00.

2

2

CU

.- --,,

fc

t
f.

2

2

-

t....i..j

-

4

4

Sleep Is "Nature's Sweet Restorer"

I Or', '.'S BY i.

Ak;'-

sheet.

Letters ot Administration,
bbeet.
Administrator's Bond and Oalb,

Mayor Seligman Says If Front Lights
Throw Glimmer 30 Feet Law is
Complied With.

MADE

mans money but we sell m vassal
1
them for $4.50.

4

NOT NEEDED

2

BISHOP.)

Franclsce St.

two

put one

2

WATSON & COMPANY
(C.

2

i:e, 1 taM'-spon--;av.
Wi,. a milk
: aiJJ
i the y..-a-t
; beat
l Hilt" liato-.'

Feet Hurt.

If Your

2

to make
Let

!'a!il
.ttiins
'
uiiifii

You Cant Be Happy

Some people- have construed the
city ordinance about lights on automobiles to mean that lamps of a few
Lease,
sheet
thousand candle power are required
Lease of Personal Property,
in front This is not the case, howsheet
ever, as Mayor Seliuman explained toness.
Chattel Mortgage,
sheet
who
queried him on the
Attorney E. W. Dobson of Albu- day to several
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
two front lights can
the
"If
busion
subject.
arrived
yesterday
querque,
Power of Attorney
sheet
ness, before the supreme court. He be seen 30 feet, then the ordinance
on other stamps, pads, and all
Prices
in
with
he
that
is
complied
respect,"
is at the Montezuma hotel.
other office supplies, on application.
of said. "The ordinance requires that
Attorney W. G. Haydon,
School Blanks.
three
in
two
each
auto
carry
lights,
of
Board
Et.ication
the Territorial
Enumeration Form,
sheet
one
not
but
does
and
it
behind,
front
and president of the East Li? V':gas
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet.
say the front ligh's must be of exboard, is in the city.
Contract for School Teacher,
brilliaii' e, like a VesuE. C. Butler and I. i auaieauiui rtraordinary
sheet
Subpoena,
vius casting a red streak over the
formerly of the Albuquerque Electric heavens.
J. P. Complaint,
sheet
are
and
Power
here
company,
Light
Capias Complaint,
sheet
Monteare
at
on business.
the
They
Search Warrant,
sheet
Denzuma. Mr. Butler will locate at
talner,
sheet
ver.
sheet
Replevin Bond,
Hon. H. B. Holt, former member
l
Execution
Forcible Entry and
AND METALS.
MONEY
as
of the legislature and prominent
sheet
3.
Feb.
Call
New
money
York,
attorney for the M?silla Valley Water 2
sheet.
per cent: Prime mercantile
Users Association, is at the MontezuTeachers' Term Register, full sheet
dol4
4
fil
Mexican
per cent;
paper
ma. His home is in Las Cruces.
Contiact between Directors and Te
Go
lars
45;
Amalgamated
Sugar
is
with the Santa
E. W. Drake who
sheet
Atchison
Great Northern chers,
Barbara Pole and Tie Company ar- US
New York Central 1111-rived in the city Inst night. He has pfd. 129
12" ; Reading 15ST-S- ;
been in Taos county and says that Northern Pacific
Pacific
120; Union Pacific
Southern
spring time seems to have arrived ITS
Steel 801-pfd. 120.
there, too.
New York, Feb. 3. Lead
steady
D.
Miss Pauline Tresslcr, Mrs. D.
Standard
coper
410Jt450;
steady;
Hodson and Mrs. M. B. Beamon are
Friday Feb. 3rd.
spot and March 11.95 (ft 12.13. Silver
Denver tourists on their way to the 52
an all star cast will present.
coast who are registered at the PalND RIBS.
GRAIN, PORK, LARC
ace. Miss Tressler attended
the
Feb.
neat
May THE BEAUTIFUL DOWN EAST PLAY
Chicago,
dance given at the Palace last night. 95
July 931-2- .
a
Charles S. Peterson of Denver,
501-1;
Corn May
July 51
publisher and journalist, will accomOats May 331-S- ;
July 32
pany the statehood excursion to
Pork May 18.30; July 17.70.
Washington next Tuesday. He has
Lard May 9.821-2- ;
July
been in Santa Fe the past few weeks

BUILDINGS,

For Sale

.

doz.

per

2

cl or
utlv ralwd aOil tv. (mj.s of
raisins mi;. idl more ikiur ami-.
n
lei lisuntil doiiKii
lioar- AVIu n
t!.e
Make into loaws
t
i' h suuar himI
to, ol v. f crust
bakfl,
to
Lot water
pn
liariening.
Note the use of ( I till?.

John Plueger, the San Francisco VOLCANOES
street shoe merchant, was a business
visitor in Albuquerque yesterday.

INSURANCE
UN-FU-

'

ni u .
nislit. la '"
t.er of
miik.
sweet
ups
roundel teaspoon Co!
3
tahl:si"n.s v,
:;ilt,
is lukewarm mix
i nouii
Hour to link-;,K,- ut
ten mimnVs : !
!

a land operator
,at the Palace.

Surety Bonds

Real Estate

mix
Miff bntOT ;

Frank Talmage, Jr., of Ilagerman. gathering material roe
and colonizer,
is history of New M' i

Asst. Caseier

E. GRIFFIN,

vat'T ;

75c

Official Bond,
sneeL
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
of Mortgage, full sheet.
sheet.
Application for License,
Retail Liquor License.
shoet.
Notice ot CunvtyaiCe-sued.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe, I t Eheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full aheet
License,
Application for Marriage

.

F. L. Nohl, the Espanola merchant,
is here on business.
C. H. Duty of Winchester. Kas IS
a traveling man at the Palace.
J P. Porters, a mining man of
St. Louis, is at the Palace Hotel.
F. Hubbell, a clothing salesman
of
Lincoln, Neb., is at the Palace.
W. C. Hinegen, a business man of
Fort Worth, is at the Coronado hotel.
W. W. Kendall of the Adjutant General's office is ill with a severe cold.
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Peters Diamonds Special
dress shoe for old or young
men. Vici Kid Bal Webster
Isst treated sold. A shoe that
will make the boys ask where
Sells for five
you got it.
dollars anywhere but we only
ask you $4.50.

4

2

And as one Third

R

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

Collections.

rOl Kclll

Much
For rates and
inform a t i o n

call

JOSEPH

B. HAYWARD,
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

on or

Manager,
&

Insurance Agency.

tk

MULLIGAN

k

RISING

PICTURE FRAmlNG

IOC
163

RED
TASTEFULLY

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever Rave,
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour of your face.
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
My shoo Is neat and lOwelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.
FIRST CLASS

BATH

ROOM

AND

A doctor's first question when
by a patient is "Are your bowels regular?" He knows that 98 per
cent of illness is attended with inactive bowels and torpid liver and
that this condition must be removed
gently and thoroughly before health
can be restored.
Rexall Orderlies are a positive,
pleasant and safe remedy for .constipation and bowel disorders in general.
We are so certain of their great curative value that we promise to return
the purchaser's money in every case
when they fail to produce entire sat-

PALACE
DONE.

W

3&ona.xd.

Trip

M

S5.00

Hear

All Special

Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
is invited to call and examine them.

Scenery.

the Realistic Snow Storm
Duel Scene
Thrilling Explosion Scene

CO

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Clever Character Specialties

$2.2511.4.30;

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

ADOLF

trie Comedy Quartette
the Good Singing

See thethe Funny

BLANKS.

V

rnp
Clip
rUlV JALl

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights,
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain. ,

Comedy
$1.00.

Modern Residences for Rent.

in Fresh:

L

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

PHARMACY

Successors to

Stripling-Burrow-

s

ft

If you went anything on earth
If you vrant anything on eartn try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
a New Mexican Want Ad.

Co.

Are Considered to be
The World's finest
You

will I6VGF

McClaren's

Mex.

J

Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended Location
sheet.
Certificate,
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet,
Proof of lAbor,
sheet,
L Notice ot Mining Location, sheet
nue isonu ana Lase of Mining
Property, 2 sheet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,

Fresh Potato ChipS

2

4

1--4

GSJdy GdJ b(e
tillyou try t!sse
Always frcsl&t

2

sheet.
Placer Mining Location, 4 sheet
sheet.
Mining Deed.
sheet.
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory
Statement,

try

Doz

KaflSSS Ranch EggS

35c.

Doz

City Eggs

50c.

Doz

Eggs from Connell's Sanitary

Poultry Farm, every egg
45c.
guaranteed

2

'

2

--

STYLES IN
STANDARD-GOLONTAL-ID-

Doz

2

BOOK-GASE-

Coal Declaratory
Statement with Primrose Butter none
Af--.
Power of an Attorney,
ftdavlt and Corroboratitg
made
j
shoet
Affidavit
Notice of Richt to Water,
sheet
f
Forfeiture or Publishing Out
Notice, 4 sheet
General Blankc.
Bond for Deed,
sheet
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
Bond, Genera! Form,
sheet
Non-Miner-

Non-Miner-

better

es

35c. pound.

j

Kaune&Co.

New

Mexican Printing Co,
Agents, Santa Fe, N. M.

2

TCriitnuff"

1-- 2

1-- 2

i

Hour Electric

NIHT
We ae A gents

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLAGES

tdwLhTuS!'

Santa Fe Water

and

Call

tZ Opeato,

Light Company

Iobe-cnji-

ck

"Elas-

made in duU or polish finish quartered
tic" Book-Casreal
oak or
mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
the character of roon you have chosen for a library. We carry the goods in stock, with piain, leaded or plate glass door3.

x

1-- 2

H. S.

S

EAL

Three difFerent and distinct types of

sheet

1--

PHARMACY.

30c.

2

4

ZOOK'S

KflflSaS EggS

.

1--

ow row 5ood

Imperial Cheese

Printed and for sale by New Mexi
can Printing Company, Santa Fe. N. pimento Cheese

XltOCOlATES

American Druggists
Syndicat- ePremium remedies are not patent meWOOD'YS HACK LINE dicines, every premium remedy guaranteed as represented or your money
Prom
,
back. A. D. S. cough remedy and
BARRANCA TO TAOS cold tablets are unexcelled, get them
Meet Both North South now, they cost no more than the
Inferior kind. Sold only by the CaBounds Trains.
pital Pharmacy.
ol
Leaves Barranca on the arrival
the north bound train and arrive at
m.
Taos at 7
THE CAPITAL
' Ten mlleap. shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.

FARE

calves $G.50fi8.
Market
Receipts 17,000.
Hogs
slow to five higher. Light $7.45(?7.SO,
mixed $7.307.70; heavy ?7.0537.55;
good to choice
rough $7.057.23;
heavy $7.2a7.55; pigs $7.15i 7.90;
bulk $7.407.00.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 4,000.
western
strong. Native $2.404.30;

$2.60(5,5.75;

and we still have line in the City
of Toys and Fancy Goods
FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS

?i;

J

O. K. BARBER SHOP

Ps

NEW YEAR ALA10ST ARRIVED

Market
Sheep
Receipts 1,000.
m Q,eese
ten to fifteen higher, Top lambs $C;
muttons ?3.501i,4.30; lambs $5,251(6; Pineannle Cheese
ir
fed wethers and yearlings
fed western ewes $3.50 4.
Camembert Cheese
11

Ae
to &
Tiling:
er Coxferttele.

ern teers $4.305.50; stockers and
feeders $3.705.G5; cows and heifers

Staged With

.SANTA FE, N. M.

THE PRICE MAKER.

7.53 & 7.65

T. W. ROBERT'S
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,N

W. N. Townsend & Co.

Kennebec

Just

AVE

SATISFACTORILY

May 9.82
July 9.C0.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Feb. 3. Wool lower; territory and western mediums Vifi"-- ;
fine mediums 1618; line 12 13.
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, Feb. 3. Cattle Receipts
Market steady. Beeves $1.80
1,500.
&6.80; Texas steers $1 ft 3.25; west-

$4.!01t.5.50;
yearlings
Music and
western Bright
lambs native $4.256.10;
isfaction.
.
Kexall Orderlies are eaten like $4.256.05.
Prices 50c, 75c, and
Kansas City, Feb. 3. Cattle Re-- !
candy, they act quietly, and have a
soothing, strengthening, healing in- ceipts 1,000, including 100 southerns.
fluence on the entire intestinal tract. Market steady. Native steers $5.2."
They do not purge, gripe, cause nau- 6.50; southern steers $4.75'it5.U0;
sea, flatulence,, excessive looseness, southern tows $3.254.75; native cow,
diarrhoea or other annoying effect. and heifers $3.256; stockers and:
$ They are especially good for children feeders $4.505.80.
o(
bulls $45;
weak persons or old folks. Two sizes feeders $4.505.80;
calves $4.508; western steers $5Cafi;
25c and 10c. Sold only at our store
The Rexall Store. A. J. Fischer Drug western cows $3.25 (ft' 5.
Hogs
Receipts ten higher. Bulk' Imported Swiss Cheese
Company.
$7.450.7.60; heavy $7.407.55; pack-- ;
ers and butchers $7.45(5,7.65: light p

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
DAVGflT 130

to Bowe
con-suite- d

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

address.

Sickness Due
Disorders

IN THE CITY.

The

Ribs

The Doctor's Question

UP-TO-DA-

Along

9.70-a7-

Completly renovated and placed in best
The most centrally locatof condition.
ed and modern office building in Santa
Fe. Steam Heat.

T,

ELKS' THEATRE

1;

ROOMS IN CAPITAL
D4 OFFICE
BANK
CITY
BUILDING.

En

OTHER BRANDS FROM $2.00 TO $3 00
THAT WILL GIVE YOU PERFECT SATISFACTION : :
OUR LADIES SHOES ARE THE NFW-ESSNAPPIEST, BEST WEARING PERFECT FITTING AND MOST

2

Furniture Co.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

Real Estate

Insurance

4

De-ful-

Cotton Felt Mattresses That 'Assure that comfort.
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,
some polished mahogony and quarter oak tables for
the library and many other things. A wonderful clock in Mission Style, and a Superb Daverport
at a BARGAIN. See them anyway.
AKERS-WAGNE-

REPORT

MARKET

Spent in Sleep, WHY
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE BED?
See our
of Life is

Sol

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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of navigation on the Great
Lakes and to the spring needs of the
western farmers.
opening

j

St, Louis Rocky Mt. &
P

cite

J

Company

Railway

7

GLNERAL

.

J'

NEW MEXICO.

OFFICES-RAT- ON
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.36
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1
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train both North' anii'.Si
trains at I'rttou X.i M
thtT.vii, N". M ., at 9:1 U. m, daily exovpt
trip; Uftjr pound baaicwe earrl. i frtio.
.

tal, the author next considers seasonal variations in the absolute supply
of money, with the object of discovering to what extent, if any, the supply
of money in circulation varies during
the seasons in response to seasonal
The various
changes in the demand.
kinds of money in circulation he
groups under two headings, "Presumably elastic money" gold (including
gold certificates) and hank notes, and
"Presumably inelastic money" United States notes, Treasurers notes of
1800, and silver, nickel, and copper
coin, money whose amount in circulation is determined directly by the
government.
The figures show larger deposits oi
gold bullion at the mints during the
season.
This is simply
a fortunate coincidence, however, dependent, the author believes, on the
conditions surrounding the production
of gold.
The national banknote cir
culation does not, in Professor
opinion, exhibit any appreciable seasonal elasticity.
The increase in circulation which takes
place normally from year to year,
does, however, take place in the fall
and early winter.
Banks intending
to increase their circulation apparently pospone doing so until the
season approaches. Professor Kemmerer, however, finds no
evidence of contraction
when the
demands are over.
Deposit currency) or check circulation, as shown by the bank clearings,
does, however, in the opinion of the
author, exhibit a high degree of elasticity, expanding and contracting
in accordance with variations in
trade demands.
Professor Kemmer
er states that it is the only truly elastic element among our media of ex-

p in

W. ily,

nu ot

M i!VM. S.

oi'Hi hi

Then comes a decline in Chicago's
demand from early in March until
late in May, the demand being com
paratively small from then until the
fore part of July.
About the 1st of
July the relative demand for money
in Chicago begins to rise, advancing
rapidly until early in September,
and then maintaining a high level un- til the fore part of November.
The
average of the reported receipts of
cash by Chicago hanks from eastern
"iii'i.OOO in June to
banks rose from
1, ,01.000 in July, $17,01.0,000 in Augin September and
ust, $ll,7Sfl.rino
in October.
During the
last six or eight wc s of lhe year the
demand having to a large
extent subsided, the relative demand
for money is strong:.'- in New York
City than in Chicago.
Exchange
rates in Chicago on New York rise,
and cash moves eastward.
After having determined the de- gree and extent of the relative demand for money and moneyed capi-

for t!lo so'itli at U;U p. in.

ivlves from

,

,
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v

f

,

.
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.

f

.

'the

a. in.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

J. VAN HOUTEN,

DEDMAN,

V. P. & G. M..

Superintendent.

Auti
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HIDDLN WATER
By DANE COOLIDGE
As good a cow country as God ever made
the jack rabbits have left it."

-

V

ASK FOR TICKETS

Chairman

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT!
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the

Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern

The Best Route

-

System

East or West

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.

is what sheep herding did to the
country aroundlliddenWaterinArizona
and it caused a war between cattle and sheep
tr.en that Mr. Coolidge describes in a manner that has'nt been equaled since Owen
Wister wrote " The Virginian." There are
plenty of thrills in this book, just enough
romance and lots of action, but what you'll
like best is the way the author describes it
all and the combination is irresistible.

per cent, means an income
a year. This means
that each school district will have an
annual income of at least ?1,000. The
slate constitution guarantees to each
district at least five months of school.
These things cannot help being of
great benefit to the state as a whole.
We have found the lack of education
ai facilities our greatest drawback."
Mr. Sparks is particularly enthu-- i
siastic over the showing of the Span-- i
ish Americans in the constitutional
election, when those allowed the franchise voted practically as a unit for
The native people
the constitution.
are in the majority in New Mexico,
but they have come to be looked on
as a most dependable class.
They
have no dislike for the Americans.
One promising sign following the admission of New Mexico is seen in the
numerous inquiries from capital seeking investment.
"Let me tell you one thing," continued Mr. Sparks, "we intend to protect the capitalists who come into our
The constitution is safe and
state.
We do not intend to give all
sane.
of our time to matters pertaining to
will
not
interest
politics. One
be allowed to predominate over anoted at

SPARKS IS
INTERVIEWED AT DENVER
Tells of Growth
and Development
That Will Come to New Mexico
Under Blessings of Statehood.

That New Mexico will make more
progress in the next ten years than
any other state in the Fnion is the
opinion of I. Sparks, former mayor
of Santa Fe, and now chairman of the
of
hoard of county commissioners
Outside of his
Santa Fe county.
political activities he gives his time
to the telephone company of Santa
Fe. of which he is the principal own-

EAST OR WEST

is.

"The enabling act provides for a
donation of 8,000,000 acres of land
for public school purposes, for which
the minimum price is to he $3 per
acre.
We will have practically
in public lands as a result.
The money realized from the sale of
lands cannot be expended.
It must
he placed on interest, which, compu
0

use the

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo Springs and Pueblo

MONEY PANIC

Hotel Arrivals.

Fe Club."

rage

J. P. Porters, St. Louis; W. G. Hay-do- in amount and in
percentage to deEast Las Vegas; E. McQueen
The
posits, begin their decline.
Gray, Albuquerque; Mr. and Mrs. Leo money market continues to
tighten
C.
R.
Pauline
Hersch,
Garrett, City;
until about the first of October. Tne
NEW MEXICAN DLDG,
Tressler, Mrs. D. D. Hodson and Mrs. principal cause of the increasing ds- M. B. Beam an, Denver; F. Hubbell,
jmand for moneyed capital during
Lincoln, Neb., L. F. Nohl, Espanola; this nerinrl is thp nail mnilo 4inrn
OR
M. L. Kahn PueblO;
rank lalmage, Ne, York Citv l.nnka hv hnnV
Jr., Hagerman; J. L. Carruthers, city; West and South for cash needed for
C. H. Duty. Winchester, Kas.; Chas.
purposes."
Herrick, Denver.
"The last seasonal period in the
Montezuma.
New York market dates from about
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque; H. B.
first week in October to the onen- Holt, Las Cruces; W. E. Garrison, ing of the new year.
Durine this ne- Mesilla Park; W. C. Reid, Roswell; riod the relative demand for moneyed
Lew Scherer, St. Joseph, Mo.; H. W. capital exhibits many minor fiuctua-- !
Koeneke, Wichita, Kas.; H. A. Wal-for- tions, but remains at substantially the
the rate of $5.0v per hundred lbs.
Carrying the U. S. mall and
Hillsboro; W. B. Warner, Den- high level reached the fore part of:
between Vaughn, N. M., and
Special automobiles furnished t ac- ver; E. C. Butler, I. G. Rutherford, October."
commodate any number of passenger
RosTVell, N. M., connecting with th
Albuquerque; F. W. Drake, Hodges;
The author turns from his study of'
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock In- to make special connections with an? H. H.
Brook, Buckman; C. W. Wright, seasonal variations in the demand for
land Itailroads aad the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with Denver.
moneyed capital in certain represenNew Mexico Central Railroad at TorTopeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Coronado.
tative cities to a consideration of the
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrlv rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comF. Hubbell, Lincoln, Neb.; Anthons demand for money in one section as
tn Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Rosin anLeave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at J. Garcia, C. Garcia, Chamita; Ramon compared with the demand
In making this investigation
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Sanchez, other.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate fot Martinez, Chamita; F. A.
Fort he has made use of the rates of do-Baggage allowance of 50 I'M. to special $10.00 to accommodate four oj Magdalena; W. C. Hinegen;
each regular ticket, excess baggage al fewer passengers to either point
Worth, Texas; E. C. Arnold, Pecos; mestie exchange between the princi-J. A. Herbert, Kansas City; F. M pal cities and the movement of cash
Sloggy, St. Louis; Rea Tucker, Las between the various sections of the
p.
The figures for currency
country.
Vegas.
receipts and shipments are based upon replies received to a circular letHerewith are some Dargalnk ofrered TIME TABLE ALL
ter of inquiry sent out through the
1
MO
by tb New Mexican Printing comotfice of the Comptroller of the CurLOCAL
TRAINS
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
rency to the managers of the clearTerritory of New Mexico, 1897, abeep
These figures are for
ing housea.
75e.
Missouri
The
are
bound, $1; paper bound,
the time tables
fo'lowing
drill- the years 1905 to 1908, inclusive.
at
Coal
Silver
Strike
In
City
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code of the local railroads:
As between Chicago and the Easting a well for the Silver Valley WaPleadings,
$t; the two for $10.
ter Works at Silver City, the drill ern states, Professor Kemmerer finds
Adapted to New Mlco Code, Laws of
A. T. & 8. F. Ry.
vein of a very that throughout Jaunary money In
struck a three-foo- t
New Mexico, 1S99, 1901 and 1903,
Leave
of
coal
at
fine
depth of 625 Chicago relative to that in New York
grade
and
English
Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
8.10 a. m. connect with No. S west fee. A smaller vein of the same mais cheap.
Exchange rates on New
full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
terial "was also struck at 200 feet. York are high and there is a considerCow Pocket Docket, single, $1.25-tw- bound. No. 10 eastbound.
or more books, $1 each. Nw
greater depth able movement of cash from Chicago
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 Samples from the
which Superintendent White is sav to the Eastern states particularly to
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not. p. m.
S and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each.
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west ing appear very similar to the coal New York City, where it can at least
Compilwhich is shipped from Gallup. There earn the 2 per cent paid by banks on
ation Corporation Laws, 75c Compi- bound.
From the last of
lation Mining L: s, 50c Money1
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30 is a possibility that a vein of still banker's balances.
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full p. m.
greater thickness will yet be pene- - January to the fore part of March the
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and trated, and if such a thing should hap- demand for money in Chicago relakeep, $6.60; fall list school blanks.
9 westbound;
No. 4 and 8 eastbound. pen it will mean a new and great
tive to that in New York rapidly rises,
TO AND FROM ROSWELU
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10
due to the anticipated and actual
for Grant county.
Connection made with Automobile p. m.
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- d R. G. Ry.
well at 8:30 a, m. and arrives at RosLeave 10:15 a. m. for north.
Cures Biliousness, Sick
well at J:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Sour StomArrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
New Mexico Central Ry.
and arrives at Vaughn t 6 p. m. The
Liver and
ach,
Care between Santa Fe and Torrance
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
Im $5.80
Constipation.
and between Torrance and 34 east and 33 south and west
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
mobile by wire. J. W. Stonkard. No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west
5
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
;

UNION DEPOT

j

i

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX

1

J. W. STOCKARD, man
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Articles

of Incorporation of THE SANTA FE
CLUB, Filed in Office of Secretary of
New Mexico, Jan. 28, 1911; 3 p. m.
NATHAN JAFFA,

Secretary.

Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO)

) ss
)

County of Santa Fe,

I hereby certify that this instrument was filed for record on the 31st
day of January A. D., 1911 at 11
o'clock A. M., and was duly recorded
in Book One of the records of Corp.,
page 545, on this 31st day of January,
A. D., 1911. Witness my hand and

Seal of office.
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
P. C. and Recorder, Santa Fe, Co.,
N. M.
J. T. SANDOVAL,
Deputy.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

IMPERIAL LAMDRY
For Best Laundry Work
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
Mrs.PO. BROWN Agent
PboneNo. 23 Red

Open Day and Night

La Salle Restaurant

CHAS.GA,

Prep

Two" boors below F. Andrews Store
REGULAR MEALS

SH0R7 ORDERS

AT

25c

ALL

H0JRS

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00

French Noodle order 20c. dish.
New York Chop Suey 50c. di9h.

li

Rttbbe? Stamps

I

ary- -

A- -

D-

-

1911-

-

NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico.
Certificate of Comparison.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at three o'clock P. M.,
on the twenty-eightday of January,
A. D., 1911: Articles of Incorporation
of The Santa Fe Club, No. GGG2, and
also, that I have compared the following copy of the same, with the
original thereof now on file, and de- clare it to he a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital, on this 28th day of January,

(Seal)

h

A. D., 1911.

NATHAN JAFFA,
(Seal)
Secretary of New Mexico.
Certificate of Incorporation of theSan-t- a
Fe Club.
We, the undersigned citizens of the
United States and residents of New
Mexico, in order to form a corpora-

tion for the purposes hereinafter
stated, under and pursuant to the
provisions of an Act of the Leglsla
tive Assembly of the Territory of
New Mexico entitled, "An Act forthe
organization of Corporations for religious, charitable and educational
purposes," Approved Feb. 11, 1880, do
hereby certify as follows:
I.
The corporate name is "The Santa

Headache,
Torpid

PUasan to

-

EDITH C. MARMON,
Notary Public,
Santa Fe County, New Mexico.
(Notarial Seal.)
My commission
expires July 30,

(

t.

Chronic

i.'.r,.-

n

(Signed.)

The registered office of the corporation is located at No.
, Lincoln Street, in the City of Santa Fe,
Territory of New Mexico, and Mr. R.
J. Palen is designated as the statutory agent therein and in charge
thereof and upon whom
process
be
against the corporation may
served.
III.
The objects for which this corporation is established are:
To promote and conduct sociability and friendship amongst 'ts members; to promote and conduct enter
tainments and social meetings of its
members; to promote and encourage
all kinds of field and athletic sports;
and to hold, purchase and acquire,
buy and sell, lease, mortgage and hypothecate real and personal property;
to erect buildings or other structures
necessary and proper for carrying out
to
the purposes before mentioned;
borrow and to loan money and to any
and all other things
whatsoever
which may be requisite, necessary
and proper in and about the carrying
out of the purposes and objects for
which this corporation is formed.
IV.
The number of directors or trustees shall be nine.
V.
That there is no capital stock and
change.
there are no shares of stock.
In an endeavor to ascertain the efVI.
fect of season variations in the deThat the term for which said cormand for moneyed capital upon prices poration shall exist is twenty-fivthe author has made a very elaborate years.
study of the price of railroad bonds.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have
Figures have been collected for the hereunto placed our hands and seals
weekly quotations of 27 railroad this 28 day of January, 1911.
bonds covering periods ranging from
(Signed.)
nine to nineteen years.
These he
RTJFUS J. PALEN.
(Seal.)
finds follow the course of the money
FRANCIS C. WILSON. (Seal.)
market, rising in price when funds
JNO. H. KNAEEEL.
(Seal.)
are plenty, as in January, and declinR. H. HANNA.
(Seal.)
ing when money becomes scarce, as
J. GRATTAN MYTHEN (Seal).
in the autumn.
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, )
) ss.
)
County of Santa Fe.
Incorporation Certificate.
On this 2Sth day of January, 1911,
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby before me personally appeared Rufus
certify that there was filed for record J. Palen, Francis C. Wilson, Jno. H.
in this office at three o'clock P. M. Knaebel, R. H, Hanna and James
on the Twenty-eight- h
day of January, Grattan Mythen, to me known to be
A. D., 1911:
Articles of incorporation the persons described in and who ex
of The Santa Fe Club, No. 66G2.
ecuted the foregoing instrument and
Wherefor:
The
incorporators acknowledged that they and each of
named in the said articles and who them executed the same as their free
have signed the same, and their suc- act and deed.
cessors and assigns, are hereby deIN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
clared to be from this date until the hereunto set my hand and affixed my
twentv-pip-ritday of January, nine- official seal the day and year in this '
teen hundred riTid thirtv.Ri-a enrnnr.
atlon by the name and for the
pose set forth in said articles.
Given under m? hand and tne Great
Seal of tke Territory of New Mexi-th- e
co at che City of Santa Fe, the
Capital, on this 28th day of Janu-e

One.)

tv4T

cer

certificate first above written.

II.
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NOW ON SALE AT YOUR BOOKSTORE

crop-movin- g

With the development of New Mexico along mining, timber and irrigation lines, Sparks believes that it has
a good claim to a twin sistership with
Colorado.
Alter living in the new
state for nineteen years, he says that
optimism never was 0 large a part
of his makeup as at present. At the
same time it docs not savor of

ft

M.Tr'.i

Kem-merer-

Mr. Sparks hases his statement on
the results that he believes sure to accrue from statehood.
Advances in
education, he says, will do more than
anything else to raise the general
standard of the state, a feature of
'ew Mexico life sadly neglected
the advent of statehood.
"The government has given us practically no aid along educational lines,"
he said last night at the Albany, "but
now there will be sufficient money to
put our school system on a firm bas- ther."

WHEN GOING

AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFiCE IN

5

of over $1,250,000

Mmm

A. C. McCLURG & CO., Publishers
$1.35 NET

crop-movin-

er.

El Paso Texas.

TICKETS

'

4$?

'"PHIS
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SPARKS.
of Board of County Commissioners, Who Will Likely be Sent to
First State Senate to Represent Santa Fe County.
I.

and now even

Laxative Fruit Syrup

9

I

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THINCI
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BU8Y PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
8AVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

PRICE-LIS-

T

Inches one.
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin-e
Inches lotisj
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
Each additional line on stamp, 16fc
One-lin- e
and not ov er 5 Inches lona
Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-I'n- e
Stamp, over S Inches long, per Inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved llnta on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
One-lin- e

He

2

2

2

2ft,
25a,

Me.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
f
Inch Inch In slz, we chart for on
Where type used is over
'
or
fraction.
one-haInch
each
line for
DATES, ETC.
town
and
date
for
Dater
Local
any
6
in
and
Dater
month,
day
year
Ledger
.35
Regular line Dater
Deflnance Model Band Dstsr
...A,....-- 1.8
1.6t
Cut
Wood
Rubber
and
Stamp
Signature,
I.Bt
r .
Pearl Check Protector
PADS.
8TAMP
25 cents; 2 S4x4
10 cents; 2x3
15 cents; 2
75 cents.
15 cents; 8
A, 50 cents; 4
ADDKES8
SPECIMENS
FOR TYPE
one-hal-

lf

.- -,

Fac-Sml- le

to:.

SELF-INKIN-

2,

Cleanses the

system

thoroughly and dean

sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.
If la frutrantaed

JIEW HEX1CA).

PRipipC

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

CO.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY
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r,
raised "Wtra as b" em rea
but there were none. Dully must have
wept herself Into a lieaJacln; and was
me-mr-

TRICKS

IN

CATCHINGBASE-RUNNER-

S

THAT
REFRIGERATOR!
By LAWRENCE

!

lying down. He would look in on
liiut
hut nrt Wnrils of cvmr.-itin-

;ll80VV'tT1Y'

ALFRED CLAY

iMnBBw

, all
not
wasn't
Dollv
did
"humph."
there! Five minuus lau-- he knew
she wasn't in the
When a wife has n.ad up her mind
to leave ber husband a b?d and board
Bhe
and looking-glasgenerally leaves a cote pinned to the
mantel drape, when; li can be seen
the first thing. Mr. Burnham looked
about him for a quarter of an hour.
Then he went out and sat down under a plum tree In the yard. He
He would prewould not follow.
serve his dignity. Dolly had sowed,
now let her reap.
Night fell. A husband could be
box under a
seen sitting on a
had nev r borne
plum tree that
A woman's figure could bo
plums.
seen stealing up the street. She
moved slowly, as If In doubt, and
now and then she stopped and pressed
he hand to her heart and caught her

1910. by Associated Lileiay 1'iesa )
When George Burnham, salesman,
found himself In love with Dolly
Thatcher he sat down to figure. He
had been used to figuring, and it came
natural to him in this case. He
figured that he would propose matrimony; he figured that Dolly would
accept; he figured on a suburban cottage at a certain rent; he figured on
paying so much for furniture, and his
weekly expenses would be so much.
It was very close figuring. It hardly
left anything to buy a bottle of
cough mixture with.
When Mis3 Dolly had said yes to
the proposition the figures were sub
mitted to her. Like a eood trirl. she
struck off a little here and there and
showed where they could save at least
two dollars a week. That was over breath.
The man under lhe Plum tree roal"
a hundred dollars a year. It was
over a thousand In ten years. If they ied that a wire nail was digging into
should live a hundred years they his leg, but he did not move. He must
would have about $12,000 to take to not move.
As the man sat and the woman
heaven with them. She knew of a
dozen wives who were piling up came haltingly on, a junk wagon could
bank accounts on salaries less than be seen stealing slowly down the
George was receiving. And then his street. The old horse in the thills
ahead with unwinking
salary might be advanced. He might looked straight two
nun on the seat
be taken into the firm.
He might eyes, and the
conversed in whispers. There was
find $500 in the street.
The marriage came off, and things tragedy in the air.
The wind sighed and moaned, and
turned out as had been figured all
except one thing. They had listed the the man sat and the woman drew
outfit for that little cottage three nearer and nearer. So did the junk
times over, but had forgotten a re- wagon. At length it stopped in front Lk5
men
1
Pitcher Ed Walsh.
frigerator. That was because they of the cottage. The two to got
the
were married in March, when it is down, passed quietly around
"Then there is Addle Joss of Cleve possible to set a dish of butter out on back and two minutes lati.r reappearCatching runners off first base is an
art few pitchers hare developed.
land a regular pitching fox. Clark a back window sill and it will keep ed lugging a refrigerator with a glass
loaded
it up and
They
Jimmy Collins, at one time the great- Griffith never had anything on Addle reasonably hard. It softens up a bit door.
est third baseman in the game, is an when it comes to being a pitching fox. In May, and when June comes you drove away in the darkness. The
una
authority on baseball. He says in dis- Why, I've stood up by the bag and must have a refrigerator and ice or man rose irom tneHe soap box siiilit
to
the
walked
gate.
caught
bread
into
the
oil.
butter
of
art
cussing
nailing runners:
thought that Joss had thrown to the dip your
One day in June a cold chill struck of the woman and called;
"Ed Walsh of the Chicago White plate when really I was being tagged
"That you, Dolly?''
Box," says Collins, "is the hardest out at first You have to keep your the bride's heart as an ice wagon
"Yes, George. Did you see them?"
pitcher I have ever played against eyes peeled on Addle. Johnson of the stopped at the house and the driver
"Yes."
when it comes to getting a lead off Nationals and Donovan of the Tigers came in to see about a contract. Fifty
"They have stolen our refrigerator."
first. Let me tell you right now that are two pitchers hard to take a lead cents a week for the rest of the sum"I'm glad of it!"
mer. No refrigerator! The ice man
Walsh has the most baffling motion on.
"So am I."
of any pitcher in the country, bar
"In the National league I consider was sent away and the young wife
And the doves of peace coo around
She
none. I, myself, think it is a clear Mathewaon of the Giants Ttrown ol went into the house and wept.
55
case of balk when Walsh winds, up the Cubs and possibly Phillippi of the weP4 because the butter would melt that cottage from sunrise to suset,
a hot
and then slaps the ball over to first Pirates leaders in this particular and the meat wouldn't keep without and though the butter melts on over
But no umpires have called him for phase of the game. Of course Phil- - ice- she went because she had made day, there is only peace and joy
tt, except in one or two cases, where lippl is growing old and has slowed up; out tne list and Ieft out ice and a re" It.
the offense was palpable.
some, but when he was at his best friSeratr- - She wept because through
iBuis Hue couia see me awiui
v,i
"There are only a few runners, men Tr.hnTT
t i
.r,rfhh.
TREATMENT OF OTHERS
like Eddie Collins and Ty Cobb, who played against him and know pretty pallor on George's cheeks when she RIGHT
would
He
she
to
explained
why
wept
dare
take more than a couple of well what I'm talking about
Whether Each Day of Your Life Shall
feet lead off first when Walsh is in
"While we are on this subject let be stunned. He would have to reach
Give Happiness or Suffering
He
the
to
wall
hold himself up.
the box. They depend on excessive me say that the third baseman has a
Rests With You.
speed to beat the ball to first, but lot to do In catching runners off first would look at her with accusing eyes,
sometimes even they are fooled. You It is generally his part to give the sig- and at length he would
A little thought will show you how
But George didn't. He stood up
never can tell what Walsh is going nal to the pitcher when the man is
your own happiness depends.
shock
the
vastly
blow.
first
under
After
the
to do until you actually see the bats- far enough off first to shoot the ball)
on the way other people bear them- man swing at the ball.
Then you over. There are some teams where he even said that they must squeeze
out the money to buy a refrigerator selves toward you. The looks and
fcnow that Walsh has pitched to the the catcher
gives the signal, but the and take
ice, and he put his arms tones at your breakfast table, the
third baseman can do it best Next around
plate.
little woman and told her conduct of your fellow workers, what
the
"Next to Walsh I place that crafty time you are at a game when Walsh
to
tears. That's the kind of fellow people say to you on the street,
her
dry
Indian, Bender of the champion Ath- is pitohing and there is a runner on a man
the way your cook and housemaid do
Burnham was.
George
letics. You simply have to keep your first just watch Harry Lord's actions.
their work, the letters you get, these
the
was
all
Next
day Dolly
given
eyes on Bender all the time while you Walsh will be standing moistening th dollars he
had saved and instructed things make up very much of the
are loafing around first base or he ball and keeping one eye glued on
exerpleasures or miseries of your day. rtrill outguess you. For that matter, Lord. Suddenly Lord will shift one of to go to a hardware store and
the idea around, and rememcise
If
he
her
had
gone
judgment.
Je often outwits yon even when you his hands or will reach up to grab at himself he would have saved two berTurn
so much are you adding to
just
are watching him. I think that's one his hat At that second you will see dollars. There were two
or the misery of other
the
pleasure
refrigerarf the reasons Bender has developed Walsh whip the ball over to first and
tors built on the same lines, but one people's days. And this is half of tbe
Into a leading pitcher.
frequently there's a dead runner."
had a looking glass In the door and matter that you can control.
Whether any particular day shall
the other did not. That glass added
PAL MOORE GETS NEW "DAD'! sand dollars in teaching Pal the two dollars to the cost, but Dolly took bring to you more of happiness or suf- game.
It She wanted to see herself as she fering is largely beyond your power
It is said De Forest plunged Into reached Into the box for meat and but- to determine.
Whether each day of
Youngster Is Adopted by Manager debt to
give his protege the chance ter. She wanted to feel that in case your life shall give happiness or sufJimmy De Forest, In Order to Cirat the big purses in the prize ring. the glass in her bedroom blew up she fering rests with yourself.
cumvent Envious Ones.
Now that Pal may be a comer, Jimmy would have another to comb her hair
The naturally Btrong willed have
is taking no wild chances on another by.
need
grave
constantly to guard
of
Pal
De
Forest, manager
Jimmy
of tyranny, of over- Kl
sin
the
hold
manager
of
him.
was
home
with
box
getting
against
and
filled
The
the
Moore,
pugilist, legally adoptPal was unnoticed when a prelim- Ice when the husband arrived, and so riding their Awn pleasure or success,
ed his protege In order to circumvent ambitious fight managers, inary performer in his native town, far from kicking he even sat down the personnlitles of those gathered
but when he became a star, a few of in front of the glass in the door and about them In the very name of afthe managers tried the old game of surveyed his chin whiskers with sat fection the greatest injuries are sometimes wrought.
stealing him from the man who "made isfaction.
him." Moore has been looked on as
There are fathers and mothers, husFor a week or so all things went
one of the most promising
Then the shadow, fell. The bands and wives, and friends of every
light- well.
weights In the country.
He made a purchase of the refrigerator and the degree, who are not willing that those
great record until recently, when he weekly payment to the ice man made about them should have the opportustood for a number of beatings. Sport the husband hard up. He looked at nity to live their own lives.
critics said the youngster was being that glass in the door and thought
These benevolent tyrants, who have
crowded too hard and that he needed of the two dollars extra. The ice was a fully developed plan for every soul
a long rest to get back into the condi- 50 cents a week, and it was saving they meet, and are even ready to go
tion he was a few months ago.
aoout thirty cents worth of meat and to considerable lengths of self sacriextrava- fice of a sort, if they may only be
butter. It was
gance, and who was to blame for It? allowed to carry out their own plan,
Dolly, of course. She should be made may well be reminded of those sugto feel that she had ruined their whole gestive words of Charlotte Yonge, that
none of us are likely to take too
future.
Both felt the shadow. That glass deeply to heart:
"It is a great thing to sacrifice; it
door reflected it. The ice man sighed
as he lugged in the frozen chunks. Is greater to consent not to sacrifice fed
The young wife's mother caught on in one's own way."
at once. Even the junk men passing
No major league magnate wishes to up and down the street made their
What He Got for Happening In.
part with one of his stars.
cries more plaintive to fit the occaDe Moore (making room at the bar)
Hughle Jennings denies that Ty sion. It Is not possible to bring a
Want join us?
Cobb will be traded for Walter John- refrigerator with a looking-glasHello, ole
door
De Merrier O, yes, and I suppose
son.
into a woodbine
cottage without
I've not only got to pay the initiation
"Wld" Conroy, veteran Washington something happening.
infielder, may play with Montreal next
Two days after the shadow fell fee but be the goat, besides. What'll
season.
man and wife were not speaking un- you have, boys?
Billy Papke may have helped his op- less positively necessary. Sighs were
ponent wallop him that is some con- heard to come from the refrigerator,
Protection From Fire.
solation.
and the glass reflected divorce courts
Miss Fussenfeather You see my
Eddie Grant, forme Phillies' third and suicides. Of course, the husband
baseman, still Is faltering about go- was ashamed of himself when away face burns frightfully.
Miss Styles Yes, I notice it does
from the house, and of course the
ing to Cincinnati
Jlmmie Collins will be retained next wife cried when she was alone. A Did you ever try wearing an asbestos
season as manager of the Providence week of misery passed, and then the vdl T Ynniir Statesman.
Pal Moore.
mother-in-laclub iu the Eastern league.
came.
In the Natural Order.
Pitcher TJpp is now with the Scran-torwho have been making all kinds of
"Dolly," she said, "you should have
"I saw Billy at the party trying to
team. He Is not down, but may bought the cheaper refrigerator, but
wild propositions
to Pal. The litlet him?"
tle fighter, who has been in the pub- be up among the majors before it was only an error of judgment kiss that fat girl. Did shestout
resista
offered
she
"Well,
no
to
lic eye lately as a real comer, Is but long.
has
act
this
George
way,
right
'!
Before retiring and while waiting and we must learn him a lesson. You ance."
19 years old. The adoption wajs with
Much the Same.
the consent of Moorers mother.
It for a better day to renounce the ring, are to come hdme with me for the
means that De Forest will hav Abe Attell is to take on just one more night When he comes from the
"No," said the first dear girl, "I've
store this evening and finds you gone no use for those summer young men.
absolute control of the youngster for match.
when the hours pass and you do They remind me of Dresden china
at least two years, and while Pal and From New York oomes the story
jimmy may have a row and Pal may that John T. Brush is eager to have not return when he has passed a dolls."
"Because they are so beautiful?
refuse to fight for his new "dad the the Giants and the Highlanders play lonely night you will hear no more
of that looking-glas- s
new "dad" is in a position to prevent in the same park this summer.
door. He will queried dear girl No. 2.
"No," answered No. 1. "They get
A big butcher is said to be one of come to you and on his bended knees
Pal from fighting for any other perbroke so easily."
son. In the last two years, before the British fight fans' "hopes." Most ask your forgiveness,"
Dolly didn't believe it, but at the
making a real fighter of the boy, Jim- of the hopes that we have had In this
same, time felt that something must
my De Forest has spent several thon- - country aren't even good butchers.
Professisnal Influence.
How It Happened.
be done. They couldn't go on sulk"Nell says she never knows how her
Much In a Nam.
f .
"1 see where a Frenchman won an
ing this way. She, therefore, agreed fiance will be from one day to anothirWhat become of that paper you
to go, but mentally resolved to slip er. Sometimes he Is very warm In
were going to start in the interest of automobile race by a neck."
"Shucks! You must he thinking away after dark and return. If she
the
asked
the
pressing his suit, and then he is quite
tramp?"
poor
uplifting
about a horse race."
found George with his head on the cold."
Interviewer.
French"Nothing of the kind. The
cold kitchen floor sobbing as If his
"Tell Nell not to worry. You know,
"Ah, it fell through," confessed the man
was the only driver entered who heart would break, she would go in he Is a weather expert"
great reformer, with much agitation, didn't break his
neck."
and make up. If he sat on the porch
"and all on account of the blooming
air she
carelessness of the printer,"
whistling some
Of Course Not,
would turn her back on him.
"Did he make a grave error?
Foolish Worry.
a writer says: 'Good-bsee
where
"I
Mr. Burnham returnedVhome at the to the
"
"I should say so. You know the
"Captain, Is there no way In which
tale.'
fairy
usual hour. There was a stern ex
paper was to be named the 'Bar of the ship may be saved?"
married men dead?"
the
all
"Are
"None at all, sir, we are going to pression on his face. He had not
Hope.' Well, that idiot of a printer
"
changed it to the 'Bar of Soap,' and the bottom, but I should not worry and never could, forget that two dolHardest Ever.
as soon as my constituents heard the about the ship, sir, if I were you she lar extra. He was having to go with"What is the kissing problem T
out his noonday lunches on account of
name they started running and they Is fully Insured. You'd better find
"How to land one."
lifebelt"
are
.He
Je.t Jl&.J?T!?.
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YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY.

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

ments in its local papers.

It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that

ad-

vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
m Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and

-

you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.
YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the
right goods at the right price.
MERCHANT is noted by the
THE
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
NON-PROGRESSI-

poor.

(
'

bald-face-

d

GOSSIP OF
SPORTDOM

LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in sub-

scriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

The
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exican" gees info the
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every post office in lew Mexico
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PAGE EIGHT

discovered by the people of
LIVELY TIMES AT
attracted much attention as the trio
burg that horse thieves had been at
CERRILLOS AND MADRID. came into the city. A man who has
One horse
j work the night before.
in nun uii I iui iuv
complained Santa Fe has no trolley
was found to have been taken from Several Hundred Men Have Steady car system, viewed the
(Continued from Page one.)
sight with
the corral conducted by Joe Olney,
Employment in the Qoal Mine
amazement and was heard to ejacuand at Rock Crusher.
ed, the legislature of the new state another from John Johnson's corral
late "Well, and ain't that going
Colo., Feb. "..The
will have the privilege of making the and still others were missing, which
some?"
a
forecast is fair weather toCounty School Superintendent John
contracts extend two more years, or were subsequently found only to, be
not
with
i
it
tj
Saturday
night
the full six years required by the con-- : strayed. The horse taken from the V. Conway, returned this arternoon SNEAK THIEVES ARE
i' in
nini-temperature.
stitution, it is believed. The board Olney corral was owned by Mrs.
from a school trip to Cerrillos and
OPERATING IN TOWN.
X
N
its meeting at :::; a. m. and son. A posse was organized consist-al- l Madrid, where he made arrangements
of the members w ere present. At ing of Joe Olney, Sam Olney, Charles for the celebrations of Lincoln's andi Walk Boldly into Houses About Dusk
Leave subscriptions for the Youth's noon Chief Clerk R. F.
Asplund of Tyson and J. D. Everhart. The men Washington's;
Lincoln's!
and Carry Off Whatever Seems
birthdays.
Companion at GOKDELS lor Billy.
the department of public instruction at once took the trail, finding that it birthday will be celebrated at Mathe Handiest.
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Grocery and Bakery
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00

Si

Sugar
16 lbs .for

00

Si

35c

41b

25c.

Fresh Eggs

Fresh Tomatoes lib

20c'

"Merritts Best" Butter 21b. for

Sweet Potatoes

Oranges

Dz.

Lemons

Dz.
Dz.

Fresh Poultry
and Fish

30c

Smelt per

35c

Sausages

65c

20c and 25c

Fish per lb.

20c. Jo 60c

Large Bananas

Dz.

25c

lb.

Every Friday

ggj-ye-

111

-

Dressed,

Turkejs

Dressed

Hens

per lb.
lb.

per

Dressed Springs

per lb.

Pinto Beans 31b. for

Bars Diamond "C" Soap

30c

7

21c

Ic

21c

6

25c

100
3

100

25

Bars Diamond "C" Soap $3.35

Bars Pearl White Soap

25c

Bars Pearl White Soap

$3.85

Dutch cleanser

25c

Give us your standing order

for fish and poultry.
Phone No. 4.
F. Andrews

i

o

siml-ployin-

over-hous-
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Phone No. 4.
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ties Filigree Work
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The Popular Gift Store.

S. SPITZ,

Manufacturing Jeweler.
SATISFACTION

FIRST CLASS

Popnlar'prices Buggies

anJ
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THE BIG STORE
Sample Line Ladies Waists

one-hal-

HC

AT THE CASH STORE

Hundred

Beautiful

entire

Waists,

sample line of New York's leading manu-

facturer to be sold at very LOW

PRICES.

Those waist offerings will more than please
you.

50

per

cent

ON

THE

DOLLAR.

The Lot is limited only numbering

Hundred

Fifteen

Early choosing will be an advantage to you. All are
new. All are carefully finished. You would'nt hesitate to pay from $3.00 to $5.00 for any of them under
ordinary circumstances
Involved are two styles made of fine quality linen.
One style is trimmed with Persian trimming, one is
embroidery trimmed, with the Dutch neck. Very
popular this season
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If you are planning to make money from
waists this season the sample line will appeal
to you.
I Tc your order if you can't
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at the store
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same will be filled immediately.

5ure to examine the line now its
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Nathan Salmon.
Tailor and Clothier.
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just
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The BEST in Clothing

The same
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CORRICK'S H ACK LINE

HACK SERVICE

d

and FURNISHINGS
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court-marti-
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We Carry it in Stock.
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